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Lighthouses, Sharks,
and Festivals
CRAZY COMBINATION PERHAPS, but that’s what
summer on Fire Island is all about – and now we are in
the month of August! In this issue you will read about
lighthouses, and plenty of them. Why? Because National Lighthouse Day is Aug. 7, and I’m a lighthouse geek,
that’s why. Laura Schmidt’s article about an expert on the
lighthouses of Long Island, and Tom McGann’s history of
the iconic structures since the beginning is proof that I am
not alone in the fascination.
That said, kudos to Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society for using their annual Day of the Shark event
on July 22, which took place in the wake of the double
shark attacks off the waters of Fire Island, as a teaching
opportunity in what had become a media feeding frenzy.
Read Emma Boskovski’s article, as well as Tim Bolger’s
Eye on FI column, which offer intelligent perspectives
when fear and ignorance become the real threat.
Lighthouses symbolize that beacon of hope, direction
for those finding their way, and a tower of strength that
all of us need to find within ourselves from time to time.
That’s where the festivals come in. Dancer’s Responding
to AIDS has built a dance festival in Fire Island that has
become such a tower of strength. Cherry Grove Archives
Collection is curating a film festival that, while still in its
early stages, this editor predicts will one day stand among
world recognized LBGTQ film festivals. The Pines Party
is also one such beacon. Thank you Gil Neary for stepping in as a guest writer on this one. It was nice to see
your byline in the paper again.
Our designer Pam Gurman went to great pains to make
this content-rich issue all it could be. So read up everyone,
and follow that compass.
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LETTER T O THE E D I T O R >>
To the Editor:
This winter, after over 50 years
of home ownership on Fire Island, I
asked the Fire Island National Seashore
(FINS) for a favor. On a freezing cold
day when the ferries were not running, I
asked if we could drive to my deceased
mother’s house to pick up a few items,
one time, as we were selling the house.
We were denied. Subsequently, I found
out that there are hundreds of holders of
permits allowing driving on Fire Island.
When I requested, under the Freedom of
Information Act, the names of all permit
holders, I was first presented with a
demand for $2,079, which I would not
pay. After many back and forth emails,
FINS finally sent me nine pages with
all personal names redacted. They
claim privacy rules do not permit them
to release the names of permit holders.
Companies are listed, some with
multiple permits. I think the privacy
claim is a dodge.
I am no longer seeking a permit.
All I am looking for is fairness and
transparency. In my view, the only
way FINS can guarantee fairness and
transparency is to publish the names of
all permit holders, and the waiting list.
A medical record is a private record, as
it should be. Having a permit to drive

on Fire Island should be a public record.
I am not pushing for more permits or
fewer permits. I don’t want to take
away anyone’s permit, but I would like
to make sure the system is fair. I have
an acquaintance who does business on
Fire Island and is on a waiting list for
a permit. He is not told where he is on
the list, and has no idea if this list is
being administered properly. There is no
way to know under the present system.
About 50 part-time residents have held
permits since before Jan. 1,1978. Are
these all still legitimate? There is no
way to know.
Having permission to drive on Fire
Island is crucial. We need access for
utility, municipal and construction
vehicles. But the system needs to operate
with integrity and I know of at least one
case where the system was gamed. That
was addressed. Going forward, I don’t
think FINS can know, like neighbors
can, which permits are obtained and
used legitimately. When work was done
on my house, my name was listed on the
permit visible to all from the sidewalk.
My privacy was not a consideration. No
problem. Why is a driving permit any
different?
Michael Moss
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Deer Lawsuit
Dismissed from Court
By Shoshanna McCollum
JUDGE SANDRA J. FEUERSTEIN dismissed the lawsuit Friends of
Animals filed last year against National Park Service (NPS), Fire Island
National Seashore (FINS), and former FINS Superintendent Christopher
Soller for their controversial White-tailed Deer Management Plan adopted on Dec. 31, 2015. The Darien, Connecticut-based animal rights advocacy organization claimed that the said plan did not adequately address
non-lethal options to control the FINS deer population.
“While (the National Park Service) did not include a discussion of
Plaintiff’s proposed ‘nonlethal alternative,’ as stated above, the fact
remains that no statute or regulation required it to do so,” wrote Feuerstein in a statement released by the U.S. District Court in Central Islip, on
Friday, July 27, according to Newsday.
“Of course we’re disappointed,” said Friends of Animals Assistant Legal Director Jennifer Beth in a telephone
interview with Fire Island
News. “We are still evaluating whether or not we
will appeal this decision.”
There is still another pending lawsuit against
Photo by Marc Millman
the deer management plan
in which Animal Welfare Institute and Wildlife Preserves, Inc. have filed
jointly as co-plaintiffs.
Presently FINS has plans to begin culling the deer population at
William Floyd Estate in Mastic Beach, as well as Fire Island proper as
early as 2019.

Fire Island News Readership Survey
Fill out the survey and send a
picture of the completed survey
to the Fire Island News via email
for a chance to win!
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The prize for the winner of the
Survey Contest will be a one night
stay for two at the Palms Hotel and a $50
gift card to CJ’s. The Palms Hotel stay will be valid September
3rd-9th, September 15th, 16th, 22nd and 23rd. The prize has no
cash value and will be based on availability.
To be eligible to win the Fire Island News Readership Survey
Contest, you must take a picture of the questionnaire, and
email it to emma@fireisland-news.com. Hard copies will not
be eligible for entry. The winner of the contest will be notified
via email.

1.
2.

How old are you?

a. Less than 18

b. 18-35

c. 36-55

d. Older than 55

Where do you reside? If Fire Island or Long Island, please specify the community in your response.
___________________________________________________________________

3.

Which section of the Fire Island News do you enjoy the most?
___________________________________________________________________

4.

How often do you pick up the paper?
___________________________________________________________________

5.

If you could change anything about the paper, what would it be?
___________________________________________________________________

6.

Have you looked at us online? If so, specify where (Our website, Facebook, or Instagram).
___________________________________________________________________

7.

Agree or disagree…
a. The Fire Island News is a newspaper that is a part of both Fire Island and the South Shore
communities character. a. agree b. disagree
b. I trust the Fire Island News to deliver news that is relative to me. a. agree

8.

b. disagree

On a scale of 1-10…
a. What do you rate the quality of our writing? ________
b. How important is the paper to you? ________

9.

7

Additional comments ________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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South Shore
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A ROU N D & A B OUT >>

C
 orrection: Meet the Styeluka family. Last issue their
image was supposed to appear in the Fire Island
Pines column. Instead, a bunch of umbrellas from
the Canteen’s deck was there in its place! (Photo by
Robert Levine)

F IN’s own Erin Ilchuk and Emma Boskovski were
on hand with the latest issue at Alive by the Bay
in Bay Shore, on Tuesday, July 24. (Photo by
Lorna Luniewski)

S omeone is very talented, making that ceramic ferry at
the Ocean Beach Children’s Art Show! Read more about
this eternal favorite event in Joey Macellaro’s column on
page 16. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

S tormy skies cancelled Bridgehenge festivities in Fair Harbor, but a few revelers hung
on! (Photo by Robert Sherman)

L andon Flanagan picking up trash on his morning
beach walk in Atlantique. (Photo courtesy of the
Landon family)

D
 ISCO-DIZZY: Jim Darling, Michael Moran, and Doris Dear at Grove Casino
Night. (Photo by Johnny “Boardwalk” Burke)
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S o what was going on at Fire Island Lighthouse? Why Day of the Shark of course! Read more on page 17.
(Photos by Emma Boskovski)

T he Village People meet the Soul Train folks at Cherry
Grove’s Casino Night. This summer’s theme? The 70s!
(Photo by Johnny “Boardwalk” Burke)

P arker Sargent, NYS Assemblywoman Rebecca Seawright, Troy Files, Judith M.
Kasen-Windsor, Thom Hansen at the Cherry Grove Archive Collection Film Festival.
Check out our coverage of it on page 39. (Photo by Susan Kravitz)

At Bay Shore’s Alive by the Bay FIN Publisher Craig Low caught up with advertiser
Meg Smith and Associates. (Photo by Lorna Luniewski)

 aron and Ryan at the OB Children’s Art Show. Rachel, their associate, was a bit
A
camera shy! (Photo by Lauren Chenault)
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SH O PPIN G A R OUN D >>

Who’s that friendly face? Why it’s Michelle at Corliss on the Bay. (Photo by Robert Sherman)

S tores like Gemaginations is what South Shore Long Island shops are all about. Our
managing editor tells a charming story of how she modeled Gemaginations bling at the
[then] Mother’s Club fashion shows at St. Patrick School back in the 1990s. Those memories can’t be made in the big box stores folks! Pictured are Raymond Mazza and Vita Mazza.
(Photo by Lorna Luniewski)

Northwell Health made their presence known at the Alive by the Bay
celebration in Bay Shore on July 24. From Smith Institute of Urology (l-r)
Stephanie Bemier, administrative director; Michele Codner, administrative
manager; and Nina Lisi, RN. (Photo by Lorna Luniewski)

Dueling pianos at The Landing. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

What’s the scoop at Schooner Inn? Check out Danielle Lipiec’s Dining Review on page 25.
(Photo by Robert Sherman)
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INTERVIEW:

Liuba Grechen Shirley
By Anika Lanser
Liuba Grechen Shirley is running for Congress in
New York’s 2nd District against a 25-year incumbent, Representative Peter King (R-NY.) Her work
spans the globe, reaching high-level organizations
like the United Nations; and also grassroots organizations such as New York’s Second District Democrats, a group she founded after Trump’s election.
Her campaign garnered nationwide attention when
she petitioned the FEC for the right to use campaign
funds to pay for childcare. Grechen and her husband
are raising their two children in Amityville.
Fire Island News (FIN): Why did you decide to
run for Congress?
Liuba Grechen Shirley (LGS): Basically, over
half of our representatives are millionaires, and they
don’t understand how we live, and how the policies
they enact actually affect us. I had had enough of
representatives who don’t actually represent working Americans. Peter King has been in office for 25
years and he consistently moves to hurt people all
across our district. He voted to take healthcare away
from 74,000 people in our district alone last year. He
couldn’t protect us against this tax bill. Long Island
will be the worst hit place in the country. Despite his
25 years of being a leader in the party that controls
Congress, he wasn’t able to protect Long Island. We
have students who are graduating with hundreds of
thousands of dollars in debt. Half of Americans who
are in bankruptcy are there because of medical bills.
And I’ve had enough. I wasn’t planning on running
for Congress, I decided that we need more representatives who understand the issues because they live
them everyday.
FIN: Before starting your campaign what work
were you doing?
LGS: I have an MBA in Economics from NYU. I’ve
worked all over the world, I’ve worked in the Middle East, Africa, and Eastern Europe. I worked for
the United Nations Association for many years and
then for the UN Foundation. I managed the merger of those two multi-million dollar organizations. I
helped to build a larger network of American activists for the UN.
FIN: That’s an incredible journey. After your
fundraiser in Ocean Beach a little while ago, what
was your impression of Fire Island?
LGS: It was incredible to see. I got a tour and we
went around and saw how you are rebuilding out
there after Hurricane Sandy, and how much effort
is going into it. Fire Island is a really unique place.
There are so many jurisdictions and it’s the first line
of defense really for Long Island. It is such a unique
place and it’s really interesting to see the work that’s
going on out there. It’s critical that we have a representative that’s taking climate change seriously.
We have so many people who are not back in their
homes after Hurricane Sandy. The bay has been shut

down for most of this week because of bacteria in
the water. We’re a coastal community and we need
somebody who takes that seriously.
FIN: That actually brings me to my next question. I was wondering if you could speak to the
ways in which Long Islanders can count on you to
address environmental concerns.
LGS: Absolutely. We need to make sure that we’re
investing in renewables. Green jobs are the largest
growing sector of the economy. We need to make
sure we’re investing in solar power and wind. It’s
a matter of making sure we can continue our way
of life out here. We have so many fishermen and so
many oyster farmers and so many people who make
their livelihoods off of the water and their economic wellbeing is affected by the environment. We have
representatives who supported Donald Trump leaving the Paris Accords. Peter King voted for coal
companies that put waste into our water. He actually
was on the bipartisan legislation caucus and was the
only person to vote against legislation that would’ve
protected our military bases against rising sea levels.
We have a military base right on Fire Island. I will be
a staunch advocate for making sure we have strong
environmental protections, that we have a fully funded EPA, and are investing in green jobs.
FIN: I was wondering if you could talk a little bit
about your work campaigning the FEC to allow
the use of campaign funds for childcare. You really came to national prominence with this petition
and I was wondering if you could speak a little bit
more about it, why it’s so close to your heart and
why it’s so important for families in this country.
LGS: I started this campaign when my children were
1 and 3 years old. For the first six months of this campaign, I did not have a babysitter. I was campaigning
with two children, two babies. My mom is a teacher. She would come home at 3:30 and take the kids
so that I could go on my campaign. It became unsustainable. We weren’t able to continue unless we had
childcare. There’s a reason that so many of our representatives are independently wealthy because they
can take a year off of their life without a salary to
campaign. Campaigning is a 24/7 job. To be able to
do that and then at the same time pick up the cost
for childcare is really challenging for most working
Americans. And we’re missing out on a vital voice in
Congress, we’re missing out on the voice of people
who know what it’s like not to have quality, affordable childcare. I know what it’s like on a visceral
level to not have access to paid family leave, to worry about healthcare, to worry about where you’re
going to send your kids to school. In the country it’s
more expensive to send your newborn to daycare
than it is to send your teenager to a four-year public college. And those are the voices that we need
in Washington, so this request was groundbreaking. After six months we reached out for help, and
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Photo by Ian Levine

were shocked at the outpouring of support. Hillary
Clinton wrote a two-page letter in support and the
request was unanimously approved. I was shocked
to see the response. CNN interviewed me, I was on
the “Today” show, “Fox News” even said it was the
one bipartisan thing they could agree on. I don’t
think I ever thought that “Fox News” would agree
with me on any policy and they agreed on this. It’s
not a Republican issue or a Democratic issue; it’s
an American issue – a family issue.
FIN: Your campaign website hints at addressing
issues of racial inequality in this country when
you talk about issues like healthcare, women’s
economic empowerment, or public financing of
elections, but could you clarify more explicitly for
our readers how you aim to advocate for communities of color on Long Island?
LGS: If you look at healthcare right now, women
are dying in childbirth in this country. Black women are four times more likely to die than white women in childbirth. This is an issue that we need to be
discussing, that we need to be addressing. We have a
history of discrimination and racism on Long Island,
and across the country. These are issues we need to
be talking about to make sure that people have access
to the same information, the same quality of education. We want to make sure we’re taking care of all
communities across Long Island. We want to make
sure people have equal access to affordable housing,
that people have access to quality affordable childcare, and that we’re talking to different communities
about the issues that matter to them.
FIN: I was wondering if you could speak a little bit about immigration. Discussions of immigration, as you know, are incredibly prominent
nationwide right now. What would you say to
President Trump about his treatment of families
coming to the United States?
Continued on page 36
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K I S M ET

by Bradlee White | kismet@fireisland-news.com

Kismet Kapers
WOWEE! THE FIRST KISMET DAY on July 21
was a phenomenal success. It was a well-planned and
organized large event that brimmed with community
support. Overall planners Dana DeRuvo and Wendy
Schou captained an army of dedicated committee
chairs and volunteers. The bay area was awash in
bright yellow and vermilion T-shirts. There were
six venues, many going on simultaneously. Vendors
included Rotary, a jewelry seller and artists such as
Morgan Mooney with elaborately painted shoes and
longtime renter Bob Burns’ Trash to Treasure, items
made from recycled wood pallets. My favorite – a
clock face labeled “there’s always another ferry.”

1
The Chiros sold their trademark backpacks, the Fire
Island National Seashore sent an informative representative, and the Coast Guard offered tours of their
boat. There was even someone selling and demonstrating a recumbent bicycle for older folks and/or
showoffs. Two women from Canine Companions
for Independence brought their beautiful golden
retrievers trained to respond to sign language and
other specific noises, including sirens. When ours
sounded in the wake
of an overturned sailboat on the bay, the dogs
continuously
nudged
their people, earning lots
of thank you treats, while
the Kismet Fire Department Water Rescue truck
raced to the edge of the
bay. It was not needed
as the Coast Guard had
repurposed their boat for
a rescue mission.
A dunking booth
was a major attraction
that at two balls for $10
tempted a lot of takers
to aim for the bright red
2
circle that triggered the

dump. First into the water was Casey Licari. It
looked fun so soon young Elizabeth Bertucci
was on Casey’s lap for several plunges.
Other dunkees included Tyler Sawyer, Joe
McKeehan, Chief Dom Bertucci and a very
reluctant Tom Licari. Later, Casey donned
her shark costume and, with pal Grace and a
3
megaphone, trolled the “midway” drawing the
crowd to the tank and other activities.
Raffles were the game of the day: 50-50,
Chinese, silent, scratch-off and the Grand Special –
five special prizes donated by the residents of each of
Kismet’s Walks. A trio of loudly enthusiastic men,
Neal Mandel, Barry and Eddie Schwartz
– hawked the 50-50 tickets, selling every
ticket they had – a record success. Near
them, Dawn and Gary Leone, Cheryl
Licari and Mary Packwood sold Kismet
Medallions, limited to 250,
for the Grand Special prizes.
Tickets for a board of 100
scratch-offs were sold down by
the Market. Volunteers at the
Firehouse sold tickets for the 38
Chinese Auction items and 11
silent auction items on display.
There was a Kids Carnival
and Game Section on the
tennis courts. The Butler clan
– Ginnie, Kevin, Summer with Maya,
cousins Tess and Victoria, even 1-year-old
Dante – were in charge of temporary tattoos
and face painting in a tented area between
4
the two tennis courts. On one court Kim
and Sharon Sitone oversaw several simple
games for the youngest. On the other court, Casey
Cole showed the more adventuresome how to toss
a missile through the flaming ring (a KFD tool for
improving rookie aims).
Facing a strong wind
and threat of rain, the
Dirty Vice Band began
playing from the roof
of LaFamiglia at 2
p.m. Finally, the raffles
were drawn amidst
great suspense. Kim
Sitone won the wagon
and beach accessories
from West Lighthouse;
the flashy bike and gift
certificates from Seabay
went to Jack Ewald;
Emmy Ryan won the
Samsung TV from East
Lighthouse; Pine Walk’s
offering – a Weber Grill
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– went to LeAnn while Tara Cuccio won the Kismet
Basket of gift certificates donated by Oak Walk.
The 50-50 raffle was drawn, leaving longtime resident of “Camelot” Lynn Gioiello with winnings of
$1,235. She plans to donate $1,000 back to the Fire
Department. The scratch-off board was won by Bob
Negron of Blue Vu Terrance. Volunteers flashed a
board listing the 38 winners of the Chinese auction
– Kathy Henry, Brittany Metcalf, Myrna (twice),

Rudy and Tom Licari, just to name a few. Some
Silent Auction winners were: Mike Herman for the
mirror donated by Linda Knopf, Patty Lyon for a
Silent DJ party with Brian Kelley and Dawn Leone
for the private Wine and Cheese party for six at
Jake’s Tap. A number of articles were donated by
Clare Rose including the Heineken men’s bike won
by Jimmy Shugrue and a beach umbrella won by
Rose Liotta.
Upcoming Event
Aug. 4: Catch a view of the fireworks, courtesy
of our neighbors in Saltaire.

1. Barbara and Skee Leeds.
2. Barry, Neal Mandel, and Eddie Schwartz selling
50-50 tickets.
3. The Butler family at the face painting table.
4. Mary Packwood, Dawn and Gary Leone, and
Cheryl Licari.
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FI Synagogue Talk: “Blacks and Jews in
America: Past, Present and Future”
By Alia Derriey
SUNDAY, JULY 8, SEAVIEW residents gathered in
the Fire Island Synagogue to hear Dr. Anthea Butler,
graduate chair and associate professor of Religious
Studies and Africana Studies at the University of
Pennsylvania, speak on “Blacks and Jews in America: Past, Present and Future.”
Introduced by Rabbi Shaul Magid, Dr. Butler had
a clear message: The rise of racism in America has
caused a surge in both anti-Semitic incidents and an
“endless cycle of pain” for African Americans. Barriers are erected and harmful conspiracy theories
spread through social media. She offered that President Trump’s derogatory references to the “media” is
often dog-whistling anti-Semitism – and stressed we
should not forget this.
Economic progress, increasing popularity of allblack movements, and the decline of institutions like
the NAACP and church attendance have all contributed to the growing chasm between blacks and
Jews. In the past, black anti-Semitism stemmed from
social-religious origins like the Nation of Islam.
Yet there are countless examples of blacks and
Jews coming together. In response to the Springfield
race riots in 1908, when 15,000 whites tore up an
African American community after three accused
black men were snuck out of a police station so they
wouldn’t be lynched, Jews came together with blacks
forming the NAACP and Crisis, the organization’s
magazine. In the Freedom Summer of 1964, more
than 50 years later, Jewish students came to help

register African Americans
in Mississippi.
Many people forget that
when Jews immigrated to
America, often the only
places they could teach
were HBCUs – Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. In fact, the
groups have many shared
memories and experiences: African Americans
endured slavery and Jews
suffered the Holocaust.
Both blacks and Jews were
barred from public spaces in America like pools,
restaurants and hotels.
Dr. Butler reminded Dr. Butler speaks to the crowd about the relationship between blacks and Jews.
attendees that blacks and
Jews continue to face a shared threat: racism in Amer- college-aged girl mentioned that white students
ica. The tribalism of today’s politics, founded on ide- are often unwelcome to speak about – let alone get
als of nationalism and purity, doesn’t include blacks involved in – civil rights issues on college campusor Jews.
es. In response, the professor encouraged activism
The professor urged attendees not to be com- such as registering people to vote, rather than being
plicit; to reach out and find spaces where blacks and a “keyboard warrior,” but also dismissed movements
Jews can campaign together against injustice.
that excluded allies. She stressed the importance of
After her talk, Dr. Butler invited questions from intersectionality in movements and on campuses so
the floor. Whereas parents expressed concern about that marginalised groups like blacks and Jews can
the complacency of college-aged kids, one such help each other.

Cartoon by Eric Pederson
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S A LTA IRE

SALTAIRE SUMMERY by Hugh O’Brien | saltaire@fireisland-news.com

August!
MY WORD, IT SEEMS only a month ago that
Mario was busy sending out messages on coming weekend events. Come to think of it, he still
is. Even so, as usual, it feels as though we’ve
hardly begun and already the finish is in sight.
But also as usual, we’re jamming in as many
events as we can insure that summer leaves with
a Navaronian bang.
To that end, fireworks will spark the evening’s
detonations signaling the finale of the bay picnic,
the coda to the Music & Art (or, depending on the
poster, Saltaire) Festival on Saturday, Aug. 4. The
event’s evolved over the years but its core – crafts,
the Captain Al Watermelon Party and, in the words
of “Gilligan’s Island,” the rest – will give everyone
something to enjoy over the course of the day’s span.
The crafts portion runs from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; art
shed activities from 11 a.m. to noon; watermelon
with light music from 3 to 4 p.m. at the shed and
playground; two hours off for good behavior; until
the picnic at 6 p.m. down amongst the bulkheaded
sands of the normally all-quiet western bay front.
This year there’ll be prizes awarded for the best of
assorted culinary contributions as well as the wagon exhibiting the best of the Saltaire spirit, whatever
that is – maybe one that’s parked in the proper space
on the dock or something. It’s not just a social occasion, it’s a competition! Anyhow, it all culminates
with the fireworks at 9 p.m., more or less sharp and
weather permitting. On that subject and as noted
previously, hopefully this year the winds will cooperate so that we don’t again risk turning the town
into an offshore extension of a mutual-aid drill at the
county’s Fire Academy. Admittedly it livened up the
place last summer, albeit at the cost of a few burned
fingers and scorched shoe
soles. Guess we should issue an Ember Alert.
Looming down the
SCA’s track, the Jogathon – Sunday, Aug. 19. Two
races, the 1-mile (corner
of Bay and Broadway) at 9
a.m. and the 3.5-mile (from
the firehouse) immediately
following the conclusion of
the first race. Ribbons and
prizes to all the winners.
Register on Saturday, Aug.
18, from 9 a.m. to noon at
the gazebo. Presumably
there’s an entry fee, but you
get a T-shirt emblazoned
with the J’thon’s unique anniversary number. It started
back in ‘78 so this should
be the 41st event, but the
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shirts have occasionally lost the thread of which anniversary a given ‘thon was. Cool souvenir though,
an ever-re-washable reminder of the recipient’s remarkable run.
In between, the 20th Perlberger Cup soccer tournament will be held the weekend of Aug. 11-12. Registration
is Saturday, Aug. 11, from 8:309:30 a.m., with teams and playing
schedules posted by 10:30 a.m.
The fee fa’ whirled-cup football of
this kind is a mere $15, and while
of course it’s open to anyone, male
or female, age 13 and over, priority is given to Saltaire residents
and their guests, or “ringers” in
the vernacular of the opposition,
which is only fair since it’s the
locals whose taxes will pay to rebuild the field afterwards. An early appearance at the registration
table is recommended since spots
fill up fast and Ralph quickly runs
out of five-dollar bills from making change for so many twenties.
Now, I received an email from
SYC Commodore-presumptive
Connie Lawler the other week,
a tad too late to include in the
last issue, something about
her ongoing efforts at building
bridges across the community, a critical qualification for
anyone planning to lead a vital
village institution. Anyway,
the message is still timely, so
here’s Connie’s text, verbatim
save for the necessary “News”
style tweaks, plus the inevitable
editorial comment in brackets:
Connie Lawler’s Annual
Bridge has started the season
at the SYC with Supervised
Bridge from 6 to 7:15 p.m., a
short dinner break and Duplicate Bridge from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m., every Monday night
through Aug. 27. [A 15-min-

2
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ute break for dinner? Whoa. What’ll folks do
with the extra 10? And you said service at the
Club was slow.] What started as a small group
[shouldn’t that be “gang”?] of four now has 20
beginners/advanced, eight duplicate players
and growing, and four individual instructors
supervised by Carole Sirovich, Clare Briody,
Laura Nowak, and Geri DiCostanzo. [“Instructors” sounds so much nicer than “overseers.”]
If you want to increase your brain cells, this is
the game for you. [Yeah, but, see, the thing is, you’ve
already eroded so many brain cells just reading this
column that at best playing bridge will only restore
what’s been lost. Still, it’ll even you up.]
Oh, please note that the signup sheet is located on the bulletin board hammered into the
sailing shed across from the
fifth tennis court, and speaking
of getting hammered, well, that
comes after the cards. Fifteen
minutes, remember.
There was a special book
night at the Library last weekend,
featuring our own David Fisher,
co-author (with Dan Abrams) of
“Murder or Self-Defense? Lincoln’s Last Trial: The Murder
Case that Propelled Him to the
Presidency,” which has been on
the bestseller lists for weeks now.
I couldn’t make it but by all accounts it was an enjoyable celebration of an excellent work. But I
was particularly struck by a quote
from Cassandra Clare inscribed on the whiteboard
outside the library: “One must always be careful of
books and what is inside them, for words have the power to change us.” Truer sentiments were seldom writ
or read, but it’s a trifle disconcerting that they came
from the pen of someone called “Cassandra.” Hellenically speaking, that means no one would believe them,
which, given current assaults on free speech and the
reduction of cognitive thought by some people to 140
less-than-honest characters, would be a classic pity …
in every sense of the word. As Homer never wrote but
would lament, we’ve greeced the skids.
1. A sand-turtle looks primed to return to the sea at
Saturday’s sand castle contest. (Photo by Catherine
O’Brien)
2. Chief scoopers Christine Schiff and Georgine Posillico
preside over a suitably messy table at the SVFC’s ice
cream social. (Photo by Catherine O’Brien)
3. A sprinkling of satisfied customers at Saturday’s ice
cream social in the firehouse.
(Photo by Catherine O’Brien)
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O C EA N BEACH AREA
by Joey Macellaro | joe@fireisland-news.com

Art History
MY ART HISTORY CLASSES in college provided
a kind of relaxing respite from the business courses
in which I spent most of my time. Visits to the Met
were a welcome requirement,
however I reeled at the fact
that many of the artists whose
work I enjoyed had starved
throughout their careers, only
to be revered posthumously.
Thankfully, Fire Islanders
are lovers of true art and have
faithfully supported the work of
one of their own for 50 years,
first in Fair Harbor and, for over
25 years, in Ocean Beach. Kenny Goodman, a retired special
education teacher, closed his
gallery last season as its building was razed.
“We all have to learn to
adapt,” said Goodman. “Would
you believe I actually wore a
pair of shorts the other day?”
Always a supporter of the community but never a fan of the
beach itself, he has preferred protection from sand
offered by long pants. His shop may be closed, but
on Saturday, Aug. 11, a number of his pieces will be
featured in a retrospective at the Ocean Beach Historical Society, titled “Kenny Goodman: 50 Years
of Art.”
“How appreciative I am of the many people who
have helped me along the way,” said Goodman.
“They have given me
so much.” A variety of
metal and wood pieces in the exhibit, which
runs through Sept. 3,
will be offered for sale,
and a portion of the proceeds will benefit the
Historical Society.
Goodman served as
a judge again this year in
the Ocean Beach Community Fund’s annual children’s art show,
held on July 21. The
first-place winner, tiedie artist Sam Kalpin,
won himself a spot in
the Community Fund’s
upcoming fine arts and
crafts show being held
around the village green
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 11;
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and from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 12.
Applications for the adult show, which is sponsored
this year by the Palms Hotel, are available in the
village office.
“These are true artists,” added
Goodman of the children. “They
met the criteria. We appreciate all
the young artists in town, selling
their wares along the way. But
some have the potential for real,
fulfilling careers in art.” The
runners-up were Eli Brennan
with his pencil art and Aaron
Portnoy with art created using
modeling clay.
Community Fund co-chairperson Rita Silver reached out
to announce a new adult game
night program launching soon, on Tuesday
and Thursday nights,
from 7 to 9:30 p.m.,
at the Ocean Beach
Youth Group’s Windswept building on
Bay Walk at Ocean Road. Planned
games include mahjong, canasta, Scrabble, and bridge, with other card games
being considered.
“The adult population has nothing to
do in town at night,” said Silver. “Game
nights will give residents an opportunity to socialize in an air-conditioned
space.” She added
that supplies, including wheelchair-accessible card tables,
have already been
acquired and schedules will be posted in town
shortly. As previously noted,
the Community Fund’s annual
gala benefit dinner will be held
at Windswept at 7:30 p.m. this
Saturday, Aug. 4.
Another
artist,
Ocean
Beach’s own Les Lieber, was
remembered at a memorial service organized by his family at
the community house on July
28. As previously noted, Lieber
was a jazz musician and journalist who died at the age of
106 on July 10.
As we are enjoying the
height of the busy season on
the beach, visitors and residents
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should be reminded that bicycles may not be ridden
on any public walks in the Village of Ocean Beach
from 7 p.m. on Fridays through 7 p.m. on Sundays.
Additionally, bikes must be walked at all times
through the commercial district on Bay Walk. Only
those with medical permits issued by the village may
ride bikes at other times.
Village Trustee Chris Norris and his nephews,
Theo and Kai, invite the community to join them in
what they call the Bag a Day Club.
“Each day that we walk the beach looking for
shells and other treasures, we also take an old bag
and fill it up with plastic that has found its way to
the water’s edge,” said Norris. “The boys figure that
if we are picking up stuff anyway, we might as well
collect things that can otherwise wind up hurting
whales, dolphins, and turtles.” Thanks to the Norris
family for allowing us to share this outstanding idea.
The generosity
of Norris’s mother,
Betty Bach Norris,
is remembered with
a plaque above the
baptismal font at the
Free Union Church
on Ocean Breeze,
which is hosting its
third movie night of
the season on Saturday, Aug. 4, with a
showing of the 2017
film “The Shack” at
7 p.m. The Ocean
Beach Community
Fund is showing its
second movie of the
season, “The Greatest Showman,” on
Friday, Aug. 17, at 8
p.m. Bring your own chairs and water; popcorn will
be served.
The Ocean Beach Fire Department is celebrating
its 80th anniversary and will be raising funds again
this year through the sale of T-shirts in town for $20.
Regardless of form or medium, there is art all
around us on our beautiful beach. Until next time,
take it all in. See you on the beach.
1. R
 achel Doering of Rachel's Restaurant & Bakery
poses on her new deck as the restaurant introduces
a delicious new dinner menu.
2.Lilly and Nathan selling Lilly’s creations.
(Photo by Lauren Chenault)
3. Judges Richie Dziuba and Kenny Goodman with past
winners of the children's art show.
(Courtesy of Holly Etlin)
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3rd Annual Day of the Shark
at the Fire Island Lighthouse
By Emma Boskovski
FIRE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE estuaries, and ocean for food, shelter,
Preservation Society held its third nurseries for young, and migratory
annual “Fin-Tastic celebration of routes, according to AMSEAS.
the shark,” to raise awareness about
“This whole thing really began
marine life, not just sharks, on Sunday, with shark art,” said Vaskas. “David
July 22.
Adams, from the East End of Fire
“We host the ‘Day of the Shark’ Island, has dedicated his whole life to
each year to inspire learning about bringing art to everymarine life,” said Amanda Vaskas, body. He joins us every
program director and volunteer coor- year in the Art Studio
dinator. “Sea turtles, whales, dolphins, to help others create
and of course sharks are brought to shark art.”
light for educational purposes with
The Lighthouse’s
shark-themed educational activities. Art Studio used to be
We have movies, shark art, and a face an old horse stable, and
painter for kids to enjoy and learn. We is now used to evoke
have 170 volunteers who make these the creative side of all
events possible every year.”
ages to make different
Fin-tastic!
The Atlantic Marine Conservation works of art. The shark
Society
(AMSEAS)
art has proven to be a
was also present at the
popular part of the Day
event to inspire and
of the Shark.
educate that “conser“I think doing crafts
vation starts with you,”
is entertaining,” said
as their mission is to
Ethan Jensen, a 10-yearpromote conservation
old volunteer. “I have
of the marine environlots of fun at the Day
ment through action.
of the Shark because I
The AMSEAS volget to decorate different
unteers used their discrafts and learn about
play of sea turtles to
different creatures.”
educate families who
A contest is also held
Emma gets shark crafty.
attended the Day of the
by the Fire Island LightShark that tagging of stranded marine house Preservation Society that calls
mammals can provide insight through upon local artists, or simply creative
the collection of data into climate minds, to construct their own modchange, marine traffic, and other man- el of the lighthouse. The voting commade changes to the environment.
mences during the Day of the Shark in
More than 24 different species of the Lens Building, where educational
whales, dolphins, sea turtles and seals movies are also shown.
depend on New York’s beaches, bays,
“Last year we only had one entry,
and this year we have six,” said
Betty Berman, trustee and volunteer. “We are hoping that each
year it grows in a direction that
influences maritime and lighthouse education.”
The Day of the Shark is
made possible with funds from
the Decentralization Program, a
regrant program of the New York
State Arts Council with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo
and the New York State Legislature, and is administered by The
Huntington Arts Council, Inc.
“People often forget that the
lighthouse is a National Park,”
said Vaskas. “Although we are so
close to one of the largest cities in
Dog shark.
the world, we are also very close
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to the 17 communities that populate
the Fire Island National Seashore. Lots
of animals call these waters home, and
they are protected.”
The two sharks that bit both 13-yearold Matthew Donaldson and 12-yearold Lola Pollina, off of both Atlantique
Beach and Sailors Haven, are also protected
species of the Fire Island
National Seashore –
despite the attacks.
The incident happened around 11:15
a.m. on July 18, and
neither child faced any
life-threatening injuries. A tooth however
was found in Donaldson’s leg and was used by experts to
try and determine the species of the
shark and the size. According to ABC
News, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Marine Bureau was unable to identify the species of shark, and the tooth

Card shark! (Photos courtesy of Fire Island
Lighthouse Preservation Society)

fragment was returned to Donaldson
to keep.
Shark attacks are very uncommon on Long Island, but shark sightings are not. According to NBC News,
since 1837, there have been 10 reported shark attacks in New York State.
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has sent the DEC Commissioner Basil Seggos to Suffolk County for
further investigation of the attacks.
“It is important to provide people with information about sharks so
that they can properly educate themselves,” said Vaskas. “These attacks,
while tragic, can serve as a reminder
that sharks share our waters.”
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FIA Meeting: 7/28/2018
By Laura Schmidt
“This is a unique place. It is a
patchwork of remarkable natural and
coastal resources with the interwoven
purposeful connections between communities,” O’Sullivan said. “Each of
you are so special and unique and
a little quirky here and there, and
that’s what makes all of Fire Island
and the mainland portions of the seashore so special.” O’Sullivan aims to
work closely with the National Park
Service to continue research on the
island’s vast resources.
Goldhirsch went on to give a brief
explanation of FIMI and FIMP. The
Fire Island to Montauk Point Reformulation Study, first thought of nearly 60 years ago, intends to reduce
storm damage while maintaining
and enhancing the island’s natural
resources. This includes dune and
beach replenishment, measures that
minimize adverse environmental
impacts and assessing coastal modifications to restore physical and biological processes.

The Fire Island Inlet to Moriches Inlet Project is a one-time, standalone placement of sand to stabilize
Fire Island until FIMP is implemented.
Goldhirsch expects sand to be delivered on beaches by early spring.
FINS Assistant Superintendent
Kelly Fellner and Ocean Beach Association President Maria Silsdorf introduced the actions being taken to digitize and archive Fire Island’s vast history through the Fire Island History
Project. “We want to acknowledge,
celebrate and protect our cultural history,” Fellner said.
As a barrier island that has endured
floods and hurricanes, documents
have become vulnerable. This project
is costly but well worth it to preserve
decades of history. FINS is working
to receive a grant to assist with the
costs, and each community will determine what content it wants to digitize.
Reach out to your designated community representative if you think you
have something to contribute.
Fellner and Kaetlyn Jackson,
FINS park planner, presented a PowerPoint on the science of the seashore
to assess vulnerabilities and determine actions to take toward preservation. Fellner explained adaptive management in which FINS uses sound
science to help make informed decisions on how vegetation and animals
adapt to their surroundings.
The U.S. Geological Survey has
been one of the biggest collaborators
with FINS in monitoring the island for
over 80 years. This provides long-term
trends researchers can further investigate and use to create new plans. “I
would like to increase our education

and outreach and utilize students and
interns from the communities to work
with the Park Service to become part
of that program, so they can be here
more often and communicate with
officials,” Jackson said.
Finally, FIA Vice President and
Saltaire’s longest serving Trustee
Hugh O’Brien spoke about the confusion some people face when registering to vote as a Fire Island resident. Politicians sometimes disregard Fire Island because of its small
population.
“The more we can produce votes,
the better for your voices to be heard,”
O’Brien said. “With smaller populations, we have more of an impact here
than you would in New York City or
Westchester.”
People are sometimes hesitant
because Fire Island is considered their
second home rather than a primary residence. According to New York State
law, citizens with dual residences have
the right to choose where they want to
vote. If you own a home on Fire Island,
you have the option to vote there. If
you are a long-time renter, you should
be granted the same rights, according
to O’Brien. If there is an issue, he suggests consulting an attorney. “Voter
registration is not proof of permanent
residency,” O’Brien said. “I’ve been
voting here for well over 40 years and
I’ve never been questioned.”
Registration forms can be found
online through Suffolk County Board
of Directors to be filled out and mailed.
An absentee ballot is also an option to
make second home voting easier. For
more information go to votewhereitcounts.org.

Cartoon by Eric Pederson

ON A HUMID SATURDAY afternoon, July 28, the Fire Island Association welcomed community members
to the Ocean Beach Community House
to discuss the Fire Island History Project, the long process of the Fire Island
Inlet to Moriches Inlet Project (FIMI)
and Fire Island to Montauk Point Project (FIMP), the role science plays in
the protection of the seashore and voting rights on the island.
FIA President Suzy Goldhirsch
opened the meeting with a brief explanation of the association’s mission to
enhance, preserve and protect the island
we all love through communication,
advocacy and proper management.
The FIA’s partnership with Fire Island
National Seashore (FINS) ensures residents are given reliable, up-to-date
information on the island’s state.
National Park Services Acting
Superintendent Wendy O’Sullivan
showed excitement in taking on her new
title and in working closely with FINS
teams and the Fire Island community.
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O C EA N BAY PARK
by Barbara Gaby Placilla | oceanbaypark@fireisland-news.com
WHILE SOME PEOPLE LIKE IT HOT and
others don’t, there was no denying that the
summer of 2018 was in full swing. The weather was hot and sunny and all of a sudden it
seemed like everyone I knew was hosting
family guests. It’s a family affair – that’s what
the past two weeks have been, here in Ocean
Bay Park.
The annual Byrnes Invasion took place like
clockwork on the last weekend of July. It has
become a harbinger of half way to Labor Day.
According to family matriarch Carol Donohue,
there were more adults and fewer kids as the
“kids” have now grown up and have families
of their own. Nobody seemed to know exactly
how many of the extended Donohue-Byrnes
clan invaded OBP, but it’s safe to say more
than 50 and less than 100!
Angelo Sakonas’ house on Ocean Bay
Boulevard was filled to capacity when his
stepson Cory Hewitt visited from California with his wife, Sarah, and their two children, Dylan and Lucia. They were joined by
OBP regulars, Cory’s sister, Kelly; husband,
Frank Borges; and their two teenagers, Nicholas and Sofia. Nicholas, 19, is in the Marine
Corps Reserves and just completed training
exercises in Alaska. Steve and I had our two
teenage grandkids, Nicklas and Samantha, for
the week. Their younger brother, Caleb, was
off to summer camp and won’t be back until
late August when we all celebrate our Nick’s
16th birthday. On one of the hottest days, I
spotted Candace and Fred Schiffer with their
three young grandchildren enjoying ice cream
before it melted.
Lisa Jaffe’s mom, Susan Abbott, came up
from Florida and was feted with an 80th birthday party on the beach. Since this was a Jaffe
event, there was a “tent” and fantastic food
including Paul Mohring’s excellent lobster
rolls and a special birthday cake complete
with a crystal 80 and Boca bling! Cousins
came from near and far to help Susan celebrate this milestone birthday. They were joined
by Steven Jaffe’s sister, Moira; her husband,
Steve; and their son, Jack; along with Ocean
Bay Boulevard/Ontario Street “regulars:” Kathy and
Tony Catanese, Chas, Lori and Taylor Kingsley, Lisa
and Sean McNamee, Tamara and Nick Sandow, and
myself. Everyone sang Happy Birthday and Harrison
Jaffe arrived in time to give his Grandma Susan a
hug and a big kiss.
Susan Abrahams, who shares her July 22 birthday
with Lisa, held her annual birthday party on the 21st.
Since it invariably rains on her parade, this time she
was prepared and had her entire back yard tented.
The rains came but her guests just partied on!
Not everyone had family join them in Ocean
Bay Park. Sometimes you take Fire Island with you.
Rachelle King just returned from a whirlwind “grand
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tour.” Rachelle is an avid traveler who tries to take
an exotic jaunt each summer. This year, she joined
her 89-1/2 year old father, Stanley King, on a 25-day
journey to 11 countries in Europe, including a 12-day
cruise to Sweden, Russia, Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, Belgium, Denmark, Poland, Germany, Holland,
and France. Among the highlights were visiting the
Hermitage in St. Petersburg, Russia; visiting the
Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen, Denmark; biking
in picturesque Tallinn, Estonia; and being in Paris
not just for Bastille Day to see the most incredible
fireworks at the Eiffel Tower, but to be there when
France won the World Cup! Rachelle just returned
and reported that the energy and excitement were
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amazing and they were over the moon to see
so much incredible art and architecture, eat
incredible food, and share this once in a life
time father-daughter experience together.
Speaking of globetrotters, the OBP FD
Auxiliary hosted another lecture by Peter
Greenberg, the noted travel writer and Emmy
Award winning travel editor and reporter.
Peter grew up in OBP and even though he
travels all over the world, still considers this
home. Each time Peter has a travel talk, you
learn something you didn’t know or more
importantly should know when it comes
to travel. These are not to be missed events
and I hope he continues to do them for many
summers to come.
Now that it’s August, those of us with
gardens are eagerly waiting for that first bite of
a luscious, ripe, red tomato (or yellow if you
plant Mr. Stripy). This is a bittersweet moment
because we all know that summer is flying
by and before we know, it will be September.
But before that occurs, we have two more big
events to anticipate. The annual Ocean Bay
Park Community Fair will be held on Saturday, Aug. 11, at the Schooner Inn from noon
to 3 p.m. The Ocean Bay Park Association
was founded in 1956, and along with the residents and business owners strives to promote
and preserve a residential and family-oriented
environment in our town. This annual event
is an opportunity for us to all come together
as neighbors to raise the much needed funds
used to maintain and improve the Ocean Bay
Park community. We still need donations of
goods and services for the silent auction, and
cooked dishes and baked goods to sell. Plus we
always need volunteers to help man/woman
the event! All monies raised will be used by
the OBPA to help defray the cost of community projects that are not provided by the Town
of Brookhaven. You can contact my co-chair
Cami Meyer at meyer.freedom@gmail.com or
me at bgaby1@verizon.net. So, please come to
the Fair.
To round out the weekend, the 12th Annual
Fire Island 5K Run for Rose will take place the
next day, Sunday, Aug. 12. This event is a 5K run that
benefits the Rose DiGangi Foundation, supporting
brain cancer patients and their families. Additional
race information can be found at www.fi5k.org.
Until the next time, as Van Morrison sang, “Smell
the sea, and feel the sky. Let your soul and spirit fly”
and go “Into the Mystic”!
1. R
 achelle and Stanley King lunching at Tivoli Gardens
in Denmark
2. Lisa Jaffe with Mom Susan Abbott – Happy 80th!
3. C
 andace and Fred Schiffer with their three
grandchildren.
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C HERRY GROVE
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF YOU who
attended “La Vie en Rose.” Thanks to George
McGarvey, who designed a beautiful set, which I
referred to as my salon on the
Champs-Élysées; as well as a
special thanks to Richard Cooley, who did my makeup. He
has done more faces in Cherry
Grove than Max Factor.
The Cherry Grove Film Festival was held at the Community House from July 20-22. It
was three days of continuous
cinema. They kicked off the
festivities on Thursday evening
with a grand VIP cocktail/buffet
dinner party held at Peggy Samson’s new beach front house.
The food was donated and catered by Hideki Takami, who prepared a delicious Japanese cuisine dinner. Many of the board members and some of the
VIP guests were working the party taking shifts as
bartenders, servers, and cleaning up. They all did an
exceptional job putting this weekend together. Saturday night, Jacquie at Cherry’s hosted a late party on
the upper deck at Cherry Lane for everyone connected to the festival.
The Arts Project had its first Summer Cabaret, featuring Christopher Caswell in “Step into the
Sun.” His performance delighted the crowd for over
an hour. Accompanied by James Follwell, his choice
of songs included a vast variety by today’s best pop
artists: Melissa Etheridge, Benj Pasek, Billy Joel,
and others. Christopher is a sweet, gentle, genuine
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talent and his delivery and diction were perfect. The
second cabaret evening will feature Shirley Ritenour
on Aug. 23. Tickets are on sale now.
Speaking of Chris Caswell,
he and his partner, Matt Baney,
had Judith Hawking from Peekskill over as their houseguest.
Mike Merino and Glen Dooley had Adam and Elizabeth
Criscillo, along with Elizabeth
Rhodes, as their guests from
Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
Evelyn Danko and Valerie
Perez had Guenther Murr as
their guest for an entire month.
They held a farewell dinner
party in his honor. Guenther
and I have been friends since
l965. Diane Romano and Patricia Goff also
entertained weekend guests, Patricia’s sister,
Bobbie Jo, and her daughters, Jordon and Delaney, from Springfield, Massachusetts. Playwright Troy Britton Johnson, who appeared in
“The Drowsy Chaperone,” was the guest of
Michael Goddard and Shane Hoffman. Steve
Malsky and Luis Cruiz had weekend houseguests including Luis’s brother, Manuel; his
wife, Yesinia; his son, Gabriel; daughter,
Adriana; and her boyfriend, Franklin. They
all left Bayamón, Puerto Rico, after hurricane Maria. They are now living in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Seen in the Grove was Ted Allen of
“Chopped.” Also seen was the incomparable
Rollerina.
Dennis McConkey painted a mural, which has been
installed on the outside deck
of Grove Pizza.
Richie Vais and Matt
Roberts are vacationing in Portland,
Oregon, before attending Matt’s
mother’s 80th birthday in Montreal. Clara Bogetti and Lee Sharmat
recently returned from a 10-day
vacation in Hawaii. Welcome Aileen
Atkins and Avery Ryan who are now
the new owners of an oceanfront
home in the Grove. Our official
Cherry Grove photographer, Ray
Bagnuolo, is also the proud owner
of a co-op in the Grove. Congratulations to Parker and Andy Sargent
who bought a house on Surf Walk,
and also to David Korman, another
new homeowner.
“We Love The 70s Casino” at
the Community House was quite a
hit. As Homecoming Queen, Rose
Levine cut the ribbon to begin the
festivities. Wheels were spinning,
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the blackjack tables were full, and everyone was gay.
Thanks to Panzi, Sue Panzer, Matt Baney, Fran Sardone and all the volunteers, it was another exciting
night in the Grove.
Choreographer Chris Bell returned from the John
Drew Theatre in East Hampton, where he performed
with Bebe Neuwirth, Stefanie Pope and Chita Rivera in a benefit for Dancers For Good. He also has
his own dance company, the Chris Bell Dancers.
His company of five will rehearse a piece in Cherry Grove called “Youth and Death,” which will be
performed at Dixon Place on Christie Street in New
York City from Oct 25-27. Tickets are available at
dixonplace.org if interested.
CGCAI is selling 50/50 raffle tickets, which will
be drawn at the Membership Meeting on Sept. 9.
You can purchase tickets at tina@numericalcpa.com
or at the table set up in town on weekends.
Sorry, the Honors
Dinner on Aug. 18 at
the Community House
has been sold out. This
year’s honorees are
Ruth and Susan Freedner, Anita Auricchio,
Jack Dowling, Evelyn Danko, and Valerie
Perez.
A memorial party for Juan Punchin
was organized at “Les
Boys.” Many friends
spoke of his fine qualities and his good
nature and his love
for Cherry Grove. We
also lost Bob Hensler,
a friend of the Grove
who lived at “Blueberry Hill” for many years
before moving to Fort Lauderdale. Our best wishes
to his partner, Dick Martell.
Upcoming Events
Aug. 4 and 5: The Arts Project will hold its 70th
Annual Art Show at the Community House.
Aug. 11: “An Evening With Judy Gold,” the well
known comedienne and actor, at the Community
House, at 8:30 p.m.
Ongoing Events
Bingo every Sunday night, at 7 p.m.; and Opera
Discussion, by Jim Crapotta, every Wednesday at 11
a.m., at the Community House.
1. James Follwell and Christopher Caswell.
2. The Casino volunteers.
3. Homecoming queens past and present gather
together without our gowns.
4. Parker Sargent and Alan Cumming.
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F I R E IS LAND PINES
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine

Parties, Productions, and Pianos
IT TAKES MORE THAN a little rain to keep the
folks of Fire Island Pines down. The wet late July
was full of things to do. It began with the Fire Island
Dance Festival at the bayside VIP cocktail reception on Friday evening at Whyte Hall. Their regular scheduled performances on Saturday had to
change to an earlier time because of rain predictions.
It worked perfectly, because the rain arrived after
6 p.m. Sunday’s performance was scheduled at 5 p.m.
The audience was seated when suddenly it began to
drizzle. We were told by Denise Hulran Roberts to
go to Whyte Hall where drinks
would be served. It rained all
evening, and the party went on
for at least two hours; the Sunday performance was cancelled.
Many of the performers arrived
at the party and we all had a
great time. (Please read my full
article on page 40 of this paper.)
The film “Cherry Grove
Stories” by Mike Fisher, which
premiered in the Grove last
summer, had an encore showing at Whyte Hall. Even in the
rain, it was sold out. Since I
was one of the featured speakers in the film, Mike asked me
to attend the Pines screening. I
was at the Cherry Grove Film
Festival, but I sneaked over. I
arrived just in time to make a
personal appearance. I recreated my song “I Feel A Song
Comin On” for the audience.
After the movie, I was driven
to the Harbor by Jeff Mahshie
to catch the water taxi back to the Grove. I returned
to the Film Festival, took my seat for the Alan Cumming film “After Louie,” and hardly missed a beat.
Who said you can’t be in two places at once?
“Cherry Grove Stories” has
been shown, and will continue to
be shown at film festivals around
the world. London featured it in
their Gay Film Festival in March.
Miami showed it at their Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival last winter.
It will be shown in Dublin on Aug.
5 at the Gaze Film Festival. It is
booked in South Korea at their gay
festival in the fall. More to come.
Congratulations to Mike Fisher.
Pines resident and my driver
to the water taxi that evening, Jeff
Mahshie, who designed the clothes

2

for the Roundabout production
of “She Loves Me” two seasons
ago, will design the clothes for the
upcoming Roundabout production
of “Kiss Me Kate,” starring Kelli
O’Hara.
Another Pines resident, Broadway Tony Award winner Jerry
Mitchell is the director and choreographer for new Broadway show
“Pretty Woman,” which just opened
and is still in
previews at
The Nederlander Theatre.
I have spoken to Bill Moore
and Tony La Rocco who are
in Ft. Lauderdale. They send
their regards to the Pines.
Jim Streacker and Scott Ahlborn enjoyed their visit to Tiffin, Ohio, for a family reunion.
Welcome Mike and Laura Hartstein who returned to the Pines
for a few weeks. They sold their
house last season, but you know
we who love it here cannot stay
away. Linda Tain, who hasn’t
been to the Pines for five years,
was the houseguest of Richard de Jardin and Nick Politis.
They were at the Rain Out cocktail party. Ira Helf and his guest,
Lewis Warshuer, were seen in
Cherry Grove having dinner.
Will Andy Cohen return to
the Pines this year as he has for
the past five years? He is very
busy with his show “Love Connection.” He was also
a guest on Seth Meyers’ show last week.
On behalf of Randy Wilson, I am thanking all
who attended the Tag Sale on June 9 in the Harbor.
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The money raised was divided among several interfaith groups in the Pines and the Grove.
Lambda had it’s 40th Annual Pines fundraiser at
a luncheon/pool party on Crown Walk. Read my article all about it on page 26.
Last Saturday night FIPPOA had its annual Pines
Party. This year’s theme was “Time Machine.” As
predicted it was a lavish evening, including drag performers as Madonna and Cher. FIPPOA and all the
staff did a great job coordinating this wonderful evening. The security was the best ever. People came
from Amsterdam, London, India, France, Canada,
Italy, Spain and even the Baron Von Buttgenbach
from Germany.
Do be careful of the sharks out there kids!
Upcoming Events:
Aug. 4: From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., The Pines Conservation Society will host its second annual Go
Native tour. The topic this year is Ocean to Bay Ecology: An Examination of Local Maritime Habitat and
Environmental Conditions on Fire Island. The National Parks Service will join the Conservation Society for
a 15 minute PowerPoint presentation, followed by a
tour that will culminate at the Harrington Estate where
refreshments will be served, and the building will be
open for a tour. Scott Ahlborn and John Krawchuck
are the board committee leaders who thank all the
supporters. Check in at 9:45 a.m. at the Harbor.
Aug. 4: The third “Unplugged” series will be
presented at the home of Albert Lepage, at 5 p.m.,
featuring Aline Muniz, a Brazilian singer/songwriter. Tickets available at the Harbor.
Weekend of Aug. 17: This year’s SPRAY features many special events. For info and tickets:
sprayfireisland.com.

1. Piano Man Jack Aaronson at the Blue Whale.
2. Yurik Von Buttgenbach on his way to the Pines Party.
3. Garry Sacks and Mike Fisher at the Pines Premiere
of “Cherry Grove Stories.”
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My Lunch with Les
By Shoshanna McCollum
2005: I WOULD MEET
Leslie (Les) Lieber for
the first time at my neighbor Fred Charlton’s kitchen table. Les was in his early
90s at the time. For about an
hour this little bird-like man
told me wild stories about
performing in jazz clubs in
Cuba while on covert missions. The two were trying to one-up each other in
tall tales. It did not take me
long to realize this was all a
pretense. Les wanted some
promotion for his upcoming Chill Out jazz concert.
Why not go along with it? I
worked it into my community news column. “Thanks for
the mention,” Les said the
next time we saw each other. “I should know. I too was
in the journalism business.”
Leslie Lieber showing off the “wallpaper” in his Manhattan apartment in 2011.
2007: The theme for an
upcoming issue was festivals. Perfect for the Chill years, but I never forgot to include Les and his Chill
Out concert. The publisher liked the idea, so I men- Out concerts. “Promote my concert beforehand,” he
tioned it to Les. The next morning, I received a call urged. “An article about the concert afterwards is not
from the Ocean Beach Police. “Mrs. McCollum I important to me.” I always tried to heed that meshave Les Lieber here at the station,” said the offi- sage, but Les was such a great photo subject, I could
cer most seriously. “He is ready for his interview.” not help but indulge in the latter as well.
The interview did not take place at the police sta2011: Sometimes the editor entrusted me to feation, but his home on Wilmot Road the next day. It ture assignments, like interviews. Most were people
was a classic Ocean Beach house with a screened in on her list, but on occasion I would suggest someporch and dark Wainscot paneled walls. It was dec- one. Over the winter I did the math and realized Les
orated in a dizzy array of animal hides juxtaposed would soon be 99 years old. “We should do the interwith ruffled curtains that reminded me of a country view now,” I stressed. “Next year might be too late.”
French chateau.
I couldn’t have been more wrong.
Les spoke about his music and his days as a feaTo be honest I was not sure Les would agree to the
ture writer with This Week magazine, which had interview. When I called his New York City phone
been syndicated in 43 papers across the country. number, our conversation was short. “Come next
He spoke of Jazz at Noon like a proud father. How Friday,” he said. “I perform at the Players Club.”
he founded it in 1965, so that working professionSo on the appointed Friday I took the LIRR to
als including doctors, lawyers, and magazine writers Manhattan, on my way to see Jazz at Noon. The Jazz
like Les himself did not have to put their instruments at Noon sessions that corresponded to Les’s birthaside. The lunch hour venue in time attracted guest day celebrations were always elaborate affairs. What
performers like Benny Goodman, Dizzy Gillespie I saw that day was much less formal, and the music
and Lionel Hampton.
played was very smart and efficient. Located near
Sadly, my interview with Les was chopped down Gramercy Park, the Player’s Club was Manhattan
to bits in production. In a last minute decision on the from a different era. Mark Twain was known to have
publisher’s part, it was incorporated into something spent time there. About half way through the concert
of a list, alongside other events like the Fire Island a waitress came over and served me a little sandwich
Dance Festival and the Ascension. The modest Chill with the bread crusts cut away. “Compliments of the
Out concert was dwarfed among these giants. The Liebers,” she said.
next time Les saw me, he asked only one question:
As per the plan, I would follow Les and Edith back
“Who ruined your article?”
to their apartment downtown. However, it seemed I
2008-2010: Les was onto something. 2007 was was not the only person with this idea. A writer for
my one and only summer as managing editor of Fire the New York Times was sitting in the audience. “It
Island News. I went back to the position of news col- will only take an hour or two,” said the reporter. “I
umnist with the other paper. Those were not easy could ride back with you to your apartment if you
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like.” Les was momentarily stunned by the
turn of events. “Les, it’s
the New York Times,” I
conceded. “I can come
back to the city another
day.” He glanced at me,
then at the other reporter. “We’re done here
young man; I’ve made
other plans.”
On a frigid winter day loading his two
saxophones into the cab
was a delicate task. He
did not accept help from
anyone else in handling the instruments.
Soon the three of us
were on our way. Their
New York City apartment was like those I
only saw in movies. It
was paneled in blonde
wood, and again eclectically furnished. If their Fire Island home reminded
me of the French countryside, this space reminded
me of Paris, with the baroque curves in the furniture
and ornate chandeliers. Then he showed me the bathroom. Copies of his published articles had been used
as wallpaper.
As we sat together in the living room, Les spoke as
if he had been waiting his entire life for our interview.
He told me his story, and my job was to listen. He
spoke of his father’s death when he was only 13 years
old, and how his mother raised him while growing
up in his native St. Louis, Missouri, seeping him into
the culture of jazz music. He attended George Washington University but did not care for it, and would
graduate Phi Beta Kappa from University of Chicago. Publications he wrote for included Chicago Daily News, and he served as a foreign correspondent
for the New York Times when the Spanish Civil War
broke out. Upon his return to the States, Les worked in
radio broadcasting with CBS. Here he was introduced
to Paul Whiteman, and played what would become his
signature penny whistle on a program called “Saturday Night Swing Session.” Upon being drafted in the
U.S. Army in the Second World War, Les would do
publicity for American Forces Network.
“There were some ugly parts of France back then,
the War was at its deepest despair,” he reminisced,
being part of the liberation forces. However, it was
in France that Les got to play with artists like Glenn
Miller and Gypsy Jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt.
After the war, Les managed to interview Harry Truman after he left office, by catching up with him on
a golf course in Kansas City. “Now I wasn’t all that
fond of him when he first took office, but he grew into
Continued on page 40
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PACKAGE FOR TWO INCLUDES:
$50 CJ’S GIFT CARD,
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D IN IN G R EV I E W >> By Danielle Lipiec

Schooner Inn:
Food, Friends, and Bingo
Schooner Inn
57 Bayview Walk, Ocean Bay Park, NY
631-583-8498
Lunch: Noon-5 p.m.; Dinner: 5-10 p.m
Open through Columbus Day Weekend
IN A SEA OF dining establishments on Fire
Island, Schooner Inn offers something different.
I’ve heard rave reviews from locals, who most
notably compliment the restaurant’s ambiance.
With great location and service, two bars, and a
varied menu with fresh and delicious ingredients,
it also offers a beautiful bay view unobstructed by
marina boats, and happy hour bike bingo. (We’ll
talk about the bingo in a moment!)
We were seated almost immediately alongside
a basket of bread and a couple of bingo cards. The
service was pleasant and attentive the entire meal
despite the restaurant’s deck full
of diners. Our waitress was happily accommodating to everything
we needed. Let’s also mention not
all bread is created the same; theirs
was amazing. I personally had to
restrain myself from eating the
entire basket to keep room for the
rest of my meal!
Appetizers followed. My guest
and I decided on the Mozzarella
Sticks and Atlantic Wide Cut Calamari. While mozzarella sticks
are a staple at any restaurant, Schooner’s makes
them exceptionally well, with the classic contrast
between the breaded outer crust and the gooey
cheese inside executed perfectly, and their tangy
marinara sauce was the perfect complement.
My guest, who ordered the calamari, was
pleasantly surprised by how much he enjoyed it.
As someone who is picky when it comes
to seafood, he decided to give it a chance
at Schooner’s, and faced no regret. The
exterior was crisp, and the calamari itself
filled with flavor. A hint of lemon perfected the appetizer.
As it came time to order an entree, I
prepared myself to struggle finding a dish
suited for a vegetarian like myself. To my
delight, however, I found the sweet potato and black bean Veggie Burger, and a
number of unique salads that could be
ordered without meat. Even with these
options present, I decided to test my luck and see
how they could accommodate my dietary preference. Without hesitation, I was offered the Penne
Ala Vodka, minus the shrimp and scallops. The
dish was not lacking without the shrimp and scallops, as the quality of the al dente penne and
creamy, flavorful vodka sauce did more than
compensate.
On the other side of the table, my carnivore
guest ordered the filet mignon wrapped with bacon.

It came with sides of garlic mashed potatoes and
steamed vegetables. The dish came cooked just
as ordered – medium rare – and was butter-knife
tender. The bacon exterior was grease-free, and
steamed veggies – broccoli, zucchini, and squash
– which I tried myself, were nice and fresh.
To finish off the night, we shared a single slice
of chocolate cake. While I’m a huge fan of chocolate, I’m not always a fan of
chocolate cakes served at most
restaurants; sometimes they
taste like they’ve just come out
of the freezer. However Schooner’s beat my expectations
again, serving up a warm, rich
piece of chocolate cake, with the
frosting clad in mini chocolate
chips and paired perfectly with a
scoop of vanilla ice cream.
Above all was the ambiance
of the restaurant. The deck was
filled, however not uncomfortably so, with happy
diners, bar-goers and bingo players alike.
Back to the Bike Bingo: I’ve been to Schooner’s for bingo before, and it seems like every
time players are more and more excited to win the
prized bike. Regular players even have created the
tradition of the winner riding their new bike off

the Ocean Bay Park dock and into the bay. The
winner the night I attended didn’t feed into the
roaring, “In the bay!” chants, but the excitement
throughout the game was still high.
Friends and families joined to enjoy the
restaurant’s relaxed, casual atmosphere, as well
as the sunset, in which we had a front row seat.
Schooner Inn did not disappoint, providing a
fantastic dining experience and a uniqueness for
all to appreciate.
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Lambda Legal Celebrates 40
Years in the Pines
By Robert Levine

LAMBDA LEGAL is the national advocate
and Grove held
for the LGBTQ community. It is now celfundraising parties
ebrating its 45th year as the leading legal
on the same night.
adviser for the LGBTQ community in the
Water taxis would
United States and its 40th year in the Pines.
shuttle people back
The first Pines fundraiser was a modest
and forth to the two
gathering at a home on Shore Walk. It soon
communities. That
escalated to festive poolside dinner parties.
combination did not
This year the party was hosted by longtime
last too long, but the
supporter Todd Sears and his partner Chris
parties continued in
Party boys.
Gaven, with catering by Billy Carroll.
the Pines.
In 1978, sodomy was banned in more than 30
I recall the Lambda event in 1994 when Michael
states, Anita Bry- Fitzgerald and I hosted the Grove event at “Roseland,”
ant was leading a my bayside home. James Dale, the guest of honor, was
crusade against a young gay Boy Scout when he “came out.” He was
the LGBT com- immediately dismissed from the Boy Scouts of Amermunity, Harvey ica. Lambda Legal took on his case and it eventually
Milk was assas- went to the Supreme Court. This was one of Lambsinated in San da’s most famous cases, but alas they did not prevail.
Francisco, and Evan Wolfson, the attorney for this case, has become a
Gilbert Baker’s leading lawyer in this country. The late Bill Cunningrainbow flag flew ham of The New York Times was assigned to cover
for the first time. the event in the Grove for their Sunday Fashion SecFor a short tion. Dale now lives in the Pines.
period of time in
Rachel Tiven, CEO of Lambda for the past two
Party porchside.
the 90s, the Pines years, thanked all for attending this year’s event, and

Party host Todd Sears with event co-chair David Aldea, and
Lamdba CEO Rachel Tiven.

Party poolside.

reminded us about the ongoing important work that
Lambda does. They are continually in the courts fighting for LGBTQ rights, for marriage equality, for those
with HIV, and for those losing jobs or housing due to
their sexual preferences. She also told us that this year
is one of their toughest because of our present political
climate. Funding is needed fight their cases.
To pledge your support kindly go to www.lambdalegal.org.

Botox
Vein Treatment
Dermal Fillers
Microneedling
Kybella
PDO Threadliis
PRP Facials & Hair Loss
Chemical Peels
Laser Hair Removal Laser Skin Rejuvenation
85B E Main St Bay Shore, NY 631-665-3555
amavimedspa.com Free Parking In Back

Monday – Saturday
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REAL ESTATE & HOME
REAL ESTATE LISTINGS
Del Mar Ranch at Admiralty - $495,000
Exclusive Del Mar Ranch located in Bay Front Gated Admiralty Community. Large entry foyer welcomes you to oversized living room with fireplace. Southern exposed kitchen with breakfast nook,
large 2 Bedrooms, den/office, extended master bedroom suite with private bath, hardwood floors,
updated mechanicals, 1 car garage with overhead storage, private patio, luxurious park-like waterfront community with clubhouse, gym, pool and marina. Contact Helen Thompson at Sunset 3
Realty, 631-666-2110.

Huge & Winterized in Fair Harbor - $795,000
Priced to sell, 1,380 winterized sq ft, sunny
open floor plan, 4 large bedrooms w/huge
closets. Newer- hardy board, roof, windows,
kitchen, baths, 200 amp electric. Privacy
fencing, 1,100 sq ft decks. Open kitchen/
living/dining room
w/sofa & table
seating 8. Possible
accessory studio.
For more
Information call
Amanda Fabian
516-780-3258

15 Buoy Lane, West Islip - $699,000
Boat Lovers Delight! Fabulous waterfront Hi-Ranch, 4,000 sq ft, 5 bedrooms, 3 full baths, large
family room with fireplace, beautiful perennial Gardens, 75’ of bulkhead for your boating pleasure,
private Cul-De-Sac, Trex Decking and gorgeous water views! Don’t miss this opportunity to live the
boating lifestyle! Contact Jeanne Grampp at Meg Smith and Associates, 631-206-4374.

2 Boathouse Lane, Bay Shore – $879,000
Unique and private 4,000 sq ft farmhouse
nestled within the gated community of
Sunscape South. Features 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, a 50’X20’ great room w/oversized
brick fireplace. Farmhouse style kitchen.
Entertainers dining room. 1,500 sq. ft. Four
bay corral on 1.06 acres. Lot bordered by
approximately 71
acres of NYS owned
land (forever wild).
Call Lisa Smith at
303-319-6152 or
Meg Smith at
516-578-7153 to
schedule your
private showing.

Councourse West, Brightwaters - $675,000

Potter Boulevard, Brightwaters - $599,000
100-year-old three bedroom, two full baths in
Brightwaters. Traditional center hall colonial
has all the architectural details you have been
waiting for! Living room with fireplace, custom
built-ins and window seats. Formal dining
room with chair rails, sunlit den and custom
office! Backyard features deck overlooking
saltwater inground
pool. Serenity garden,
vegetable garden- all
organic! New garage
and fabulous front
porch completes this
special place to call
home. Contact Meg
Smith at Meg Smith
and Associates,
631-647-7013

Beauty, Boats, & Bay Breezes Abound In This
Stunning Ackerson Colonial. Uplifting Front
Porch, Livingroom W/Fpl, Fdr, Large Screened
Porch, Eik, 5 Bdrms, 2 Fbath, Igs, Full House
Generator, Lucious Manicured Grounds &
Garden. Ig Heated
Gunite Pool with
Waterfall, Tons Of
Storage! Contact
Megan Concannon
at Meg Smith
and Associates
631-255-3878

VACATION WHILE EARNING INCOME
Ocean Beach – 1.6 Million
This fantastic income producing property
boasts a 90 X 84 lot with pool and hot tub
surrounded by a spacious deck and a Tiki Bar.
4BD/3BTH with a study and a den, professional
kitchen, and
dining room
seating for 14.
Contact Brian
Smith at Fire
Island Homes
www.fihomes.net
631 463-9686

SELL YOUR HOME IN

F i re I s l a nd ’ s Lon g es t R u n n in g N ew s S ou r ce s in ce 1 9 5 7

For information on advertising:
CALL: 631-583-5345
or EMAIL: SALES@FIREISLAND-NEWS.COM
Your Source for Fire Island

Awixa Avenue, Bay Shore - $1,100,000
Traditional elegance describes this 11 room,
5 bedroom, 2.5 full bath home in Awixa
Estates. Top of the line kitchen w/ Viking
appliances flowing into tremendous great
room- perfect for entertaining! 2 fireplaces.
New roof, new bulkheading. Parklike property
with 2,500 sq ft
bluestone patio
& 17 X 34 ft
saltwater inground
pool. No expense
spared in this
home! Contact
Margaret (Meg)
Smith at Meg
Smith and
Associates
631-647-7013
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Uniquely situated on the
curve of an oceanfront beach,
this house has unrestricted
views of the Atlantic Ocean,
the barrier island, Jones Inlet
and the Great South Bay. The
home offers first floor entry &
bedrooms, an upper living
floor & master suite, a roof
top lounge with spa and
outdoor deck space, each
with inspiring views from
sunrise to sunset.

Expression. Inspiration. Life.
Unmistakably Busch Associates Architects.
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Advertise your home
improvement businessl
CALL: 631-583-5345
EMAIL: SALES@FIREISLAND-NEWS.COM
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Time Machine –
Pines Party 2018
By Gil Neary • Photographs by Robert Zash
AT THE END OF EVERY JULY a miracle happens on the beach called the
Pines Party. It’s a weekend of events around the beach party that galvanizes the
entire community, and for that weekend the Pines is like nowhere else on earth.
To the unwitting observer it seems a weekend strung with endless dance parties, and cocktails around glamorous bayfront pools. Then a nightclub appears
on the sand of our ocean shore complete with a Tent City and the revelers come
by the thousands to dance until dawn. A few days later there is no trace of the
dancers, tents, dance floor, stage, lights, sound system, midway or the throngs
of people who descend on the beach. To recognize 20 years of the Pines Party on the beach, this year’s theme was Time Machine. Proceeds support The
Pines Foundation and the Stonewall Community Foundation.

PRESENTEDBY

FINALWEEKSIN
NEWYORKCITY
RD
ENDSSEPTEMBER
RATED

GETYOURTICKETSNOW
DOWNTONEXHIBITIONCOM
W THST

Revelers at Sunrise.

Age of Aquarius.

Age of Opulence.

Tent City at dawn.

Late afternoon in Tent City.

DJs rule the Time Machine!
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SALES · REPAIRS · RENTALS

Bikes · Wagons · Beach Chairs · Umbrellas

NOW OFFERING TENNIS COURT RENTALS
Hourly, Daily & Weekly Rentals
Open 7 Days a Week 8am-6pm
Call for more information

631-583-5111

Located across from the Schooner Inn

Ocean Bay Park
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BO OK R E V I EW >> by Rita Plush

“The Great South Bay”
By Jeanine O’Grady
Children’s Picture Book
South Shore Betty $28.95
IN “THE GREAT SOUTH BAY,”
author/artist Jeanine O’Grady shares
her affection for Long Island’s
South Shore with young readers.
Born and raised in Bay Shore, the
local beaches were her playground.
Take away her engaging illustrations – not for long I hope – and
you have an informative, easy-going
narrative of the bay – which is “actually a lagoon,” its fishermen, and the
different types of fish that inhabit it. To help youngsters build their
vocabularies, a key word on each
page is highlighted in a larger font.
I suspect adults will also learn from the text; this
landlubber did. For one thing, bluefish flood the bay
in spring and when the fluke run in April, squid is the
bait of choice.
Drawing on her sizeable knowledge of the area,
O’Grady provides some interesting history on the
fishing industry:
“Once upon a time” more than half the clams and
blue crabs produced in the country came from the
Great South Bay. The
bay is the original home
of Blue Point oysters,
but due to over-farming
and pollution Blue Point
oysters as an industry almost disappeared.
The good news is that
new oyster farmers have
taken an interest and
the oyster business is
making a comeback.
It’s not only fish that
are important in the
bay, but the wetlands
as well. Their plant and
animal life absorb the
forces of flood and tidal
erosion to prevent loss
of upland soil.
Sailing and paddleboards, longboards and
surfing, O’Grady knows
them all, and lets readers know how to utilize
the bay for year round
fun. I have it on good
authority that Field 5
at Robert Moses State
Park is a keeper. Wide
beach, a boardwalk and
a snack bar to boot.
By stepping out of

the bay proper and offering descriptions and drawings of landmarks such as the Fire Island Lighthouse,
Captree Bridge, and the Robert Moses Causeway the
author gives the book a comprehensive feel.
The boldly outlined images have a commanding look to them, and O’Grady makes good use of
a palette of many colors. To depict the sea and land
life, backgrounds are awash in tones of blues and
greens, the sand is a golden yellow. The proverbial Fire Island wagon
boasts a vibrant red.
There’s a pink-faced
fish: “HELP ME…
Glub! Glub!” Sea
glass is sand-washed
and subtle.
In a note to the
editor of this paper the
author mentions the
importance of learning
about “the bay we live
near, its resources and
how to protect it for
future generations.”
O’Grady has done a
fine job presenting her
knowledge and appreciation of the Great
South Bay in a text that
youngsters can grasp
and in illustrations that
will absorb them. She is
teaching young readers
– the author holds a BA
in Art Education – to
be aware of the natural
world that surrounds
them, and in a low-key
but meaningful way,
lets them know they
have a responsibility to
preserve that world.
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2-TIME EMMY AWARD WINNING COMEDIENNE

“Fiercely funny...an underappreciated gem of the NY comedy scene.”—The New York Times

WELCOMES

Judy
Gold

IN HER CHERRY GROVE DEBUT

AUGUST 11 • 8:30pm
$45 members
$50 non-members

tickets available at box office 10 am to 1pm sat and sun
or order online at artsprojectcg.org
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CA LEN DA R >> by Lorna Luniewski
FRIDAY-SUNDAY,
AUGUST 3-5

Pictures and Memorabilia

Ocean Beach Historical Society is
hosting a show featuring items from
the Ocean Beach Sandpiper Run for Kids,
and vintage shirts will be available for
sale. This year the race is on Aug. 25, at
1 p.m. More information will follow in an
upcoming calendar.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5
Summer Concert

Islip Arts Council, with support from The
Natural Heritage Trust, NYS Office of
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation and Dahab Associates, presents a
series of concerts, at Bayard Cutting
Arboretum, 440 Montauk Hwy., Great
River. Today, Ahmad Ali performs and
on Aug. 12, see Janine Dintale and
Friends; both concerts at 2 p.m. There
is an $8 parking fee. For details,
call 631-224-5420.

Catch of the Day
Marine Seining

Wade in the shallows of the Great South
Bay with a park ranger and use a seine net
to see what marine creatures live in our
waters, at Sailors Haven Visitor Center,
from 2-3:30 p.m., today and every Sunday through Sept. 2.Wear water shoes;
for all ages. For more information email
FIIS_Information@nps.gov or
call 631-597-6183, Wednesday-Sunday.

MONDAY, AUGUST 6
Food, Film and Fun

Town of Islip hosts a night of food trucks,
crafts, games, a film and family fun. Tonight, at 5 p.m., at Central Islip Rec Center, view “Robots,” with reduce, reuse,
recycle robot craft and games. On Aug.
13, “Cars” is shown at Broadway Avenue
Park, Sayville, with Matchbox car races.
For details, call 631-224-5430.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

Summertime in the Park

Mind Open performs at Dr. Kings
Park Gazebo, Main Street, Bay Shore,
at 12:30 p.m., presented by Islip Arts
Council with support from Bay Shore
Chamber of Commerce and BID. On
Aug. 14, Karpenteers take the stage. For
information, call 631-224-5420; or visit
www.bayshorecommerce.com.

Movie Night

Town of Islip presents “Knight and Day,”
at Brookwood Hall, East Islip, beginning
at dark. Music, trivia and food trucks at
5 p.m. For details, call 631-224-5430.

Alive By The Bay

The Bay Shore Restaurant Committee
brings back this popular event, featuring

music, art, food and entertainment, along
Main Street in Bay Shore, from 5-9 p.m.
For information, visit Facebook.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8
Seaside Story Time

Meet at Fire Island Lighthouse, from
10-11:30 a.m., for a book reading, nature
walk and art activity, for children ages
5-8 and their caregivers. This event is also
held on Aug. 15 and 22. Bring something
to sit on. To register for this free program,
call 631-661-4876.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
Women’s Volleyball
Tournament

The Annual LezVolley Tournament is
held in Cherry Grove, from noon-4 p.m.,
on the beach at Sand Castle, followed by
an after party at Cherry’s Bar and Grill,
from 5 p.m.-4 a.m., featuring DJs, a
full bar and food menu. For details,
visit www.lezvolley.com or email
daniellepresents@gmail.com.

Art Show

The Ocean Beach Historical Society
will be honoring Kenny Goodman with
a show of his art (wood
sculptures, walking
sticks and sterling silver
jewelry) spanning 50
years. The show opens
today and runs through
the summer. All of the
pieces will be for sale.
For a preview of his
work, visit kennygood- Kenny Goodman,
man.com. and click on courtesy of
the artist
wooden sculptures.

Wilderness Beach
Coastal Cleanup

Join the Riverhead Foundation for Marine
Research and Preservation at the Wilderness Visitor Center, to help clear Fire
Island’s ocean shore of unsightly and
harmful marine debris, from 6-8 p.m. For
more information call 631-369-9840 or
email education@riverheadfoundation.org.

Annual Barefoot Black
Tie Dinner Dance

Enjoy a catered dinner, open bar, a silent
auction, and dance to the sounds of the
live band, Tradewinds, from 6:30-11 p.m.,
on the Terrace of the Fire Island Lighthouse. Tickets (limited): $175 per person.
For details, call 631-321-7028.

www.fireisland-news.com

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14
Concert

Islip Town presents the John Jason Trio,
performing rock, country and soul, at Bay
Shore Marina. Beginning at 5 p.m., music
and trivia and concession stand; featured
concert at 7:30 p.m. For further details,
call 631-224-5430.

ONGOING

Coastal Connections
Exhibit

At Patchogue/Watch Hill Ferry Terminal,
Saturdays and Sundays, through Sept. 3,
featuring works inspired by the sounds
and sights of Fire Island and created by
the six artists that participated in the
Seashore’s 2016 and 2017 Artist-in-Residence Program. See original paintings,
mixed media, paper and graphite arts,
and listen to musical compositions, all
inspired by the barrier island. For information, visit FIIS_Information@nps.gov
or call 631-687-4780, weekdays.

UPCOMING

Computer Auction

The Fire Island UFSD is accepting bids
for surplus computer equipment. All
computers have been cleaned of all files
and operating system has been reinstalled.

All computers have been serviced by a
computer support technician, are in working condition and sold “As Is.” There is a
minimum bid for each item. Bids must be
received by the School District at the District Office at Surf Road, Corneille Estates,
by Wednesday, Aug. 15, at 2 p.m. - time
in effect and then at said time and place
publicly opened and read aloud. The Fire
Island School District reserves the right
to reject any or all bids and to waive any
informalities. For more information or to
download a form, visit www.fi.k12.ny.us.

Vendors Wanted

The Davis Park Arts and Crafts show will
be held on Sept. 2, from noon-4 p.m., at
Church of the Most Precious Blood, Davis Park, rain or shine. For information,
call Max at 631-872-4209.

There is no fee to post your public
event in the Fire Island News community calendar. Email us at info@
fireisland-news.com with listing date,
time, contact information and optional graphic for your Fire Island
or South Shore event. Due to limited
space, all event listings are subject to
modification at the sole discretion of
Fire Island News.
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Peter Greenberg
the Well Traveled Detective
By Alia Derriey
EVERYTHING YOU THOUGHT you knew about
traveling is wrong. Eschew online reviews, comparison and booking websites, even bucket lists.
“Only 52 percent of inventory is displayed online,”
Peter Greenberg informed Ocean Bay Park residents at his July 21 talk. TripAdvisor has morphed
from a helpful travel community forum into “an
aggressive booking machine.” According to Greenberg they don’t post bad reviews anymore for fear
of diminishing ticket sales. He also stressed Paris
is not the only city to visit on your trip to Europe.
Instead, Greenberg offers some radical advice:
“Have a conversation.” Talk to a recent traveler, a
travel agent, a hotel manager, even the gate representative. In person or on the phone, building a
relationship can get you far in your travels. A person – not a computer algorithm – can answer your
specific questions, offer you an upgrade or suggest
a better alternative. At every stage in the process
– researching, planning, booking, traveling and
experiencing – a conversation may be the difference between a seamless journey and an odyssey.
Ocean Bay Park residents were fortunate to
hear the Travel Detective – Greenberg is an Emmy
Award winning travel expert featured on the radio,
CBS and PBS – speak at the OBP Firehouse. He is
also a longtime OBP resident, celebrating his 50th
year as a volunteer firefighter. He even recalled
delivering the Fire Island News as a boy.

Peter Greenberg also loves to read. He is pictured here
about a week before the lecture at the Free Union
Church book sale. (Photo by Robert Sherman)

Pacific in Australia links Perth to Sydney; the
Rocky Mountaineer is the way to explore Canada. Even Amtrak contains little known treasures –
a $500 rail pass offers 15 days of unlimited travel,
and the 27-hour train journey from New York to
New Orleans is underrated.
Recommended hot spots include Portugal,
Rwanda, Argentina, Greenland, and St. Helena.
Greenberg suggested the “Official Airline
Guide,” which contains every flight that exists
including what he called “secret flights,” that are
published but not advertised. Knowing where to
look has saved him
hundreds of dollars
when booking multicity flights and flights
from New York to
Hawaii. He prompted
travelers to book tickets with lesser known
airlines like Norwegian Air, Level and Air
New Zealand, which
can take you from Los
Angeles to London.
He also told the
audience that State
Department Advisories
are not fairly applied,
Community members serve wine to guests in the firehouse.
and can be misleading
At his lecture, he solicited specific modes, types – there’s an advisory for every country. “Instead,
and locations of travel for which he gave immedi- look to the British Foreign Office, which does more
ate detailed responses.
thorough research,” he said.
• Iceland? “Go for four days; see the active volca“Really, the only places to avoid are those where
noes and the Blue Lagoon, then head on over to the no one is in control like Syria,” he added in concluFaroe Islands.” He suggests that river cruises offer sion. “More Americans are injured or killed every
a pleasant slow pace and a chance to see where week in their own bathtubs than have been killed
world commerce started.
overseas in the last 30 years!”
• Don’t just explore the Volga and the Rhine but the
After Greenberg’s enlightening talk, OBP resRhone and rivers in South America, too.
ident Jeanie shared souvenirs and fond memo• “The Oriental Express is good, but not the only ries from her travels abroad. Those who attended
train to try.” The Rovos Rail in South Africa offers the talk braved the storm outside dreaming of
luxury between Victoria and Pretoria. The India distant destinations.
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Continued from page 11

INTERVIEW:
Liuba Grechen Shirley
LGS: Donald Trump said that he supports torture.
Separating babies from parents is a policy of torture. It is not an immigration policy. It is shameful that in our country they are using that technique
as a deterrent. They literally took a baby who was
breastfeeding away from her mother and handcuffed her mother. That is un-American. It is completely against the values we hold as a country. I
shame our president for thinking that is a policy
he should be pursuing. We need to address immigration reform. First and foremost, we need to
make sure we’re not separating children from families. We still haven’t reunited all of these children
with their families. There are parents being deported without their children. My grandparents came
here as political refugees. My grandmother was
5 years old and her baby brother was a newborn
when they came through Ellis Island. And I cannot
imagine if they left Russia to come here and then
they were taken away from their parents. That’s
what we’re doing in this country and it needs to
stop immediately.
FIN: Could you speak a little bit about legislation
that voters can count on you to work towards
if elected?
LGS: I will be fighting for Universal Health Care.
I will support paid family leave. I would love to
work with Senator Gillibrand on her FAMILY
Act. We see paid family leave in the news a lot
right now and the Republican proposal that Ivanka Trump has been talking about is yet another Republican attempt to cut social security. We
need real paid family leave. The FAMILY Act
is a strong bill that is currently on the table. We
need to make sure that we have equitable funding
for education for all public schools. We have lots
of tax breaks for corporations at the expense of
working Americans and we need to reverse that.
FIN: Could you speak about the advocacy that
you look forward to doing for LGBTQ communities and families?
LGS: Donald Trump saying we should not have
transgender people in our military is just shocking
to me. It’s shocking that this is something we’re
still fighting for. We need equality for everyone. Love is love. Our administration is trying to
attack LGBTQ rights. We need a strong representative who will stand up for equality for everyone.
FIN: Is there anything else you want to discuss?
LGS: We have a really strong opportunity to unseat
Peter King. We actually out-raised Peter King this
quarter by $22,000. We have more individual contributors than anyone who has ever run against
King. We have knocked on more than 40,000 doors,
and made 40,000 phone calls already. We’ve built a
really strong coalition with numerous elected officials across Long Island. We have Democratic supporters, Republican supporters, and Independent
supporters. This is a grassroots movement. The
energy that we have seen is really exciting.

www.fireisland-news.com
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EYE O N F I >> by Timothy Bolger

Sharks, Media Frenzy
Hit The Beach
SHARK WEEK ARRIVED early on Fire Island when
two kids were bitten while swimming here last month,
days before Discovery Channel’s annual block of TV
programming dedicated to the ocean’s apex predators.
Instead of living vicariously through their televisions, Fire Islanders got a first-hard taste of sharkbite mania when the news media descended upon the
barrier island to unleash a frenzy of their own – with
results as bewildering as the thrashing itself.
“This was an incredibly unusual situation, to say
the least,” Islip Town Supervisor Angie Carpenter told
a gaggle of reporters during an unusually well-attended news conference on the day of the attacks.
Here’s what we know: A 12-year-old girl was
bitten on the leg by what the Fire Island National Seashore (FINS) speculated was a “large fish”
in FINS-run Sailors Haven shortly before noon
on Wednesday, July 18. Fifteen minutes later, and
about four miles to to the west in Islip-run Atlantique Beach, a 13-year-old boy who wiped out while
boogie boarding walked out of the water with a bite
wound to the leg. A day later, the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation confirmed that a tooth found lodged in the boy’s leg belonged to a tiger shark, although what exactly bit
the girl remains a mystery. Both were treated for
non-life-threatening injuries.
For perspective, the last shark attack on Long Island was 70 years ago, in 1948, according to officials
and reports. That was one of ten in New York State
since 1837, none of them fatal. People swimming in
New York’s ocean waters are 130 times more likely to be struck by lightning than bitten by a shark.
The worst case in tri-state history involved five shark

attacks that claimed four lives over 12 days along the
Jersey Shore during a 1916 heat wave.
That is to say, shark attacks don’t happen often
on Long Island or in the New York Metro area. But
nothing sets off a media frenzy like shark attack. One
outlet reported that it was the same shark that bit both
kids – something officials said would be impossible.
The now-infamous photo of a man dragging a
shark ashore in Kismet later the same day made the
cover of Newsday.* In the days that followed, reporters fanned out across the beach to cover each
shark reeled in – broadcasting the common occurrence of such fish tales as if it were breaking news. It
smacked of the so-called “Summer of the Shark” in
2001, when the tabloid media turned every shark incident into a national story, pushing the false narrative of an uptick in attacks.
To be clear, shark attacks are a semi-regular occurrence in the nation’s warmer oceanfront states.
Florida historically has the most incidents, although
few are deadly. Humans kill far more sharks for sport
than sharks kill humans.
“Most shark attacks happen in the surf zone,”
said Islip Town Councilman John Cochrane, a Navy
veteran and seasoned diver. “Most of the shark bites
that happen are hit-and-runs. The shark bites, then
takes off.”
He noted that the incidents occurred as the Atlantic Ocean is a shark nursery. The larger sharks stay
farther offshore, as they don’t want to get beached
in the shallows. The shark pups are those likeliest to
stay closer to shore.
“Right now, this is the breeding season,” he added, noting that he recently saw 10 baby sharks wash
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up in Hampton Bays. “The Great Whites spawn off
of Amagansett, the Bull Sharks, the Tiger, the sand
sharks, they’re all breeding right now.”
Of course, it’s not news that sharks live in the
ocean, as anyone who has seen reports of sightings off our coast in recent years knows. Cochrane
made reference to a recent expedition by the nonprofit group Ocearch that recently uncovered a Great
White breeding ground off the coast of Long Island. The group also tags sharks with GPS devices
and tracks them, posting their paths online for the
public to see – showing just how often sharks visit
our shores.
In the wake of the incidents, which prompted local officials to temporarily ban swimming at Long
Island’s oceanfront beaches, authorities began using drones to monitor the shores more closely, hoping to stave off a drop in beach attendance like when
“Jaws” hit theaters in 1975.
The tactic comes seven years after Morris Kramer, an environmentalist from Atlantic Beach, called
for the creation of a government-run shark alert system for Long Island – a call that fell on deaf ears.
“I just don’t wanna see an incident,” he told the
Long Island Press in 2011. “I hope and pray I’m
wrong, but if someone gets bit by a shark, we’ll be
saying, ‘Hey, let’s get a shark alert system.’”
*State law prohibits taking Sandbar (Brown), Dusky,
and Sand Tiger sharks, the three species of large
non-Dogfish sharks that anglers will primarily encounter from shore. DEC also warns against drag
ging sharks ashore and putting the public at risk.
Violations are punishable by fines or prison time.

www.fireisland-news.com
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A D V IC E >> by Camille Mercogliano

Ask Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I have recently learned that a
group of colleagues planned a
happy hour wherein everybody
is taking the ferry out to Ocean
Beach after work. This sounds like
a wonderful and fun way to spend
time with the people I work with.
The problem is I was not invited. It
seems that my co-workers invited
almost everyone with the exception
of myself and four other ladies I
work with. I don’t know how to
bring it up in a tactful way to see
if it was just an oversight and they
assumed we heard about it or if
we were excluded purposefully. I
am not sure who planned the get
together or I would just approach
that person directly. Myself and the
other ladies feel slighted but are
not sure if this was intentional. The
uninvited group is very close and
often does lunches together. This is
not done to exclude anyone, but
simply because we are friends. I’m
wondering if they are doing this
because they feel we leave them
out so they don’t feel obligated to
include us. Truth is if anyone of them
wanted to have lunch with us, they

certainly are welcome, and there are
several groups of people who eat
lunch together. Isn’t that what people
normally do?
— Group Dynamics
Dear Group Dynamics,
Yes, people do normally have
lunch together, and most often with
their friends. I’m sure most people
don’t seek out their least favorite
people to eat with. I think if there is
someone in that group that you are
comfortable with, it wouldn’t hurt to
ask if it is a closed happy hour or
open to everyone. You will probably
be able to tell by the way you are
answered what the truth is. If it is
that important to you, you should
absolutely try to find out, but at the
same time you don’t want to look
desperate for an invitation. What’s
the point if you get invited out
of pity?
— Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I am a professional guy in my
thirties. I went to Fire Island and
spotted a girl that really turned
my head. She was wearing a

beautiful white linen outfit, had long
blond hair and looked like she just
stepped out of a magazine. I work
in a corporate setting in NYC so I
always have to present myself in a
reasonable fashion – from my suits,
shoes, wrist watch to pen, everything
is expected to present a certain
image. She seemed to fit that image.
When I approached her, I
offered to buy her a drink and she
accepted. During our conversation
she frequently mispronounced
words and used phrases that made
her sound rough around the edges
and uneducated. She said things
like “I ain’t gonna go,” “where
are youse gonna be later?” and
so many other phrases that just
made me cringe. Despite the fact
that she holds a master’s degree in
business and seems to be intelligent
and knowledgeable, her use of the
language left much to be desired.
We spent the entire evening together
drinking and laughing and even
kissed at the end of the night.
Our chemistry was good, but
I can’t get past how she speaks. I
hate feeling like this but I think it
would be embarrassing to bring her
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around my colleagues or my family.
My problem is that I gave her my
number and she has reached out
several times already. I have not
responded. What should I do?
— Don’t Want to be Hurtful
Dear Don’t,
How you feel is how you feel,
and that is never wrong. Regardless
of her long blond hair, master’s
degree, and sophisticated look, she
is not for you. You shouldn’t go into
any relationship feeling like you
need to change the person. It doesn’t
seem that her way of speaking
bothers her, and I’m sure many other
men could look past her language
skills, but that is not you so move on.
Somewhere out there will be another
intriguing woman with whom you
can relate on all levels. Wait for her
– there is a lid for every pot!
— Camirose
Names and locations have been
changed to protect the privacy of
individuals. Questions for Camirose?
Write to her at advice@fireisland-news.com.
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Lights, Camera, ACTION!:
CGAC Film Festival
By Johnny “Boardwalk” Burke
THE CHERRY GROVE Archives
Committee (CGAC) with the support
of the Arts Project of Cherry Grove
(APCG) has produced its second film
festival. Although the term “film festival,” especially in a vacation setting,
may conjure images of Cannes, Venice, Sundance, or even Provincetown
– Fire Island now has its own, and a
significantly established one as well.
The members have been diligently researching, gathering, collecting, and cataloging every aspect
of the cultural and social history of
the Grove. Items range from photo- Parker Sargent, first NYC trans firefighter Brooke Guinan, with Cherry
graphs to newspapers, theater post- Grove firefighters Nicole Brems and Lorraine Michels.
ers, and other memorabilia. In 2016,
they presented their first Outtakes Film Festival,
Sargent’s other film was the much-heralded “Grove
to which the film lovers and Grovites certainly did Girls” (2018), a comprehensive conversation with litcome out. At that time, doubters claim no one would erally dozens of Cherry Grove’s women, both straight
leave the beach, especially during the first serious and gay. Above and beyond the cinematography and
heat wave of the summer to come inside and watch editing, the fact that Sargent gathered and interviewed
movies. But the house was standing room only for so many diverse personalities delighted the opening
the majority of showings in the newly renovated night audience. Combining it with archival film footCommunity House.
age from the 40s, 50s and 60s, he wove a rich tapestry
As wonderful as that first festival was, the learn- of the history and heritage of the women’s roles in the
ing curve the committee exhibited this year was sub- Grove and their presence in its social life, businesses,
stantial. Director (and self-styled “dominatrix”) of community projects, and even in the AIDS crisis.
the film festival Parker Sargent and her committee
Other highlights of the festival included Alan
have carried the level of excellence forward both in Cumming’s star-turn in “After Louie” (2018) directthe selection and production of the films this year. ed by Vincent Gagliostro, a moving tale about a
Twenty films were shown over three days.
middle-aged gay artist/activist questioning the motiThis season, in addition to heading the festival, vations and worth of a careless and carefree younger
Sargent submitted two films, both documentaries. generation of gay men, and his own attraction to them.
“Snap, Year of a Queen” (2017) about the campaign
Shorter films included “Happy Birthday, Marsha!”
and reign of entertainer and drag-persona-extraor- by Sasha Wortzel and Reina Gossett, a documentadinaire Ginger Snap (aka Emilio Deluca) as Home- ry/recreation about drag queen Marsha Johnson, the
coming Queen for the Arts Project last summer. The downtown entertainer/bon vivant who led a life very
film not only chronicles all the fun and funny events much on the edge. Present at the Stonewall riots, and
that a Homecoming Queen is expected to oversee seen and heard in so much of the Village scene of
and appear at, but it also touched on the hopes and the 60s and 70s, she eventually ended up homeless
hesitations in Deluca’s own life as an artist. The sur- and died under mysterious circumstances down by
prise appearance of his own sisters in the documen- the piers on the Hudson. Nevertheless, Johnson is
tary congratulating him on his victory (and, more remembered as being a source of fascinating stories
importantly, his life journey) was very affecting.
and anecdotes; accurate, embellished, or half-invented of her marginalized life and the famous figures
that moved through it.
Daniel Nardicio’s “Great Gay Road Trip,” Julie
Sokolow’s “Woman on Fire,” and short subjects
like “11 Life Lessons from an Awesome Old Dyke”
were among the stand-outs that amused and amazed
the standing-room-only crowds at every one of the
six showings.
Like I’ve said before, through all the trials and
tribulations, economic booms and busts, political
ups and downs, happy times, hurricanes, and health
crises, folks in the Grove have found a place where
a person can create himself … and be celebrated for
it. Perhaps that’s one of the great messages that our
Film Festival has to offer. There is still room for the
eccentric, the special, the creative, and we can celeThe screening of “Grove Girls” directed by Parker
brate all the humanity that goes with it.
Sargent. (Photos by Susan Kravitz)
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Dancing in the Rain:
Fire Island Dance Festival

Continued from page 22

LUNCH WITH LES

By Robert Levine
BALLET LUMINARIES, three
Stearns and Devon Teuscher perremarkable world premiers, an
formed Gemma Bond’s romantic
excerpt of a seminal piece that
and flowing pas de deux, “Depuis
changed the history of modern
le jour.”
dance, and a rain storm marked
• Michael Francis McBride and
this year’s sold out 24th AnnuSamuel Lee Roberts took a deparal Fire Island Dance Festival, proture from their Alvin Ailey Amerduced by Denise Roberts Hurlin
ican Dance Theater to perform
Denise Roberts Hurlin and
and Adam Rei Siegel. The Fes- Ian Reisner.
James Kinney’s “Birth of the
tival is a fundraiser for Dancers
Blues,” paying homage to SamResponding to AIDS, a program
my Davis Jr. and set to his classic
of Broadway Cares/Equity Fights
song “Birth of the Blues.”
AIDS. Since l995, when the Dance
• The Chase Brock Experience
Festival first began, 64 works have
presented “Splendor,” inspired
premiered at this celebrated Fire
by Patti Smith’s memoir, “Just
Island Pines event.
Kids,” which premiered at DancThe festival’s three premieres
ers Responding to AIDS Hudson
were choreographed by Jeffrey
Valley Dance Festival 2015.
Cirio, artistic director of Cirio
• Jamar Roberts and Dancers preCollective; James Kinney, an
miered “Palance,” featuring five
Jamar Roberts, Ghrai DeVore,
accomplished theater choreograartists from Alvin Ailey Amerand Hal Hayes.
pher; and Jamar Roberts, a celican Dance Theater. Eric Winebrated member of Alvin Ailey American Dance terling designed the dynamic, bright patchwork
Theater. It was hosted by the sassy and exotic costumes, which matched the strong bold energy of
Nathan Lee Graham, who has appeared on Broad- the choreography.
way in “Priscilla Queen of the Desert,” “The Wild • The Cirio Collective premiered “Tornerai,”perParty,” and the iconic role of Todd in the “Zool- formed by Boston Ballet principal Paul Craig, and
ander” movies.
American Ballet Theatre soloist Blaine Hoven. Here
Nine companies in total performed:
sharp angles contrasted fluid motion in the engaging
• Tony Award winner Christopher Wheeldon pre- duet, which mirrored the varying speeds and tones of
sented “Us,” a heart-rending and moving duet fea- electric music by Musica Sequenza and Biosphere.
turing Tony Award nominee Robert Fairchild and
On Friday night at Whyte Hall, Josh Prince
Emmy Award winning choreographer Travis Wall.
kicked off the festival. Choreographer of Broad• Paul Taylor Dance Company’s newly announced way’s “The Carole King Musical,” he presentartistic director designate Michael Novak performed ed “Overture of Overtures,” a charming quartet of
the seminal work “Aureole,” which debuted in 1962. dance pieces set to the overtures from “Mack and
• Camille A. Brown and Dancers shared “New Sec- Mabel,” “Candide,” “Dirty Rotten Scoundrels,” and
ond Line,” a piece celebrating the spirit and culture “The Boyfriend.”
of New Orleans.
Sponsors for Fire Island Dance festival included
• Caleb Teicher and Company presented “Hullaba- Direct TV, Kikico Property Management, The New
loo Today,” a tribute to the 1960s, which made its York Times, Sayville Ferry, United Airlines, and
world premier at the Easter Bonnet last spring.
Walter Boss Custom Builder. Over the weekend a
• American Ballet Theatre principal dancers Cory record-breaking $600,000 was raised for the cause.

One of the young ladies that make
FI Dance Festival so special.

Robert Fairchild and Travis Wall.

Michael Godard, Nathan Lee
Graham, and Troy Spencer.
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that job,” said Les. “We became kind of friendly
after that interview, but he died shortly after that.”
When I finally got to ask a question, it was
about his family life. I had heard his marriage to
Edith was quite the romantic story. “Do we really have to talk about that?” Edith asked. “Music
brought us together,” Les answered.
“We’ve hardly talked about Fire Island,” I
said.
“My wife fell in love and was coming out
years before I married her,” answered Les. “I
was lucky enough to tag along.”
As intense as that hour had been, it was over
just as quickly. There was a golf tournament on
TV he wanted to watch. The following June,
when the interview was published, Les was
pleased. It took up a full page, and any cuts made
were with a light hand. To thank me, he asked
me out to lunch at Maguire’s.
“You mean like a date?” my husband John
asked.
There was considerable rain that summer,
and the streets were flooded on the Saturday this
lunch was supposed to happen. John secured the
senior citizen cart and announced he was going
to drive us. When we came to pick Les up at his
Wilmot Road house, Edith was waiting for us
on the porch. John helped Les into the golf cart.
“You two have a good time,” said Edith, as she
waved with a smile.
That afternoon, he and I sat on Maguire’s
deck, some people glanced our way while trying not to stare. We chatted about various things –
small talk, pleasantries – then we agreed we both
wanted dessert. “You like ice cream too?” he said.
We sat in silence, as friends will do, enjoying our
desserts together, and watched boats go by on the
water that sunny July day.
Epilogue: Of course Les did live well past
the age of 99. Over that time he kept playing his
music. After he turned 100 years old in 2012,
he agreed to another interview, this time on video that runs about six minutes, and still can be
viewed on YouTube. When I became the editor of
this paper it became time for someone else to tell
his story. Some of the reporters I assigned to the
task did a decent job, while others fell below my
expectations. In 2017, Ocean Beach Association
President Maria Silsdorf approached me to make
that summer’s coverage on Les special somehow,
as now he was 105. I picked the best reporter and
photographer we had on staff for that article. I am
so glad I listened to Maria, because 2017 would
ultimately be his last Chill Out concert. Les Lieber died this summer on July 10, 2018 at the age of
106. With a lump in my throat I shared the news
on our Facebook page promptly, because I knew
Les would have wanted it that way.
Leslie is survived by his wife, Edith; their sons,
Jeffery, Jamie, David and Jon; along with their
respective wives, as well as seven grandchildren
and a great-granddaughter.
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SYBIL SE Z ! ! ! >> by Sybil Bruncheon

Tales & Tails!
Yazmeena
Yazmeena had never liked cold weather.
Her fur – particularly luxurious and extremely well groomed – was very warm, but she
found that she was much more of a “temperate-weather” kitty. So she spent a certain portion of her monthly allowance on sensible but
stylish accessories. After all, why should she
kick around like her idle acquaintances or those
forlorn felines scurrying to and from their sad
little jobs at the office? It’s much better to have
a sense of oneself, to insist on comfort, and
always a measure of beauty. But this scarf, and
a cashmere toque? It looked like she was wearing a giant marshmallow! No, no ... she must
get back to the Mon Petite Chat ‘n’ Chapeau
and to Mademoiselle
Barrière. The nice
saleslady that was
so very attentive,
she even scratched
behind Yazmeena’s
ears when she was
admiring herself in
the counter mirror.
Barrière would make
the right suggestion.
Yazmeena yawned,
stretched, and sidled
down the boulevard,
feigning disinterest, but her sparkling eyes and
the dilating pupils. Oh, she was very much
interested – a beret! Yes, a beret, pulled down
at a rakish angle, just barely clearing her left
eye. Barrière would know just the right one.
Yazmeena gave a little squeak of delight! She
caught herself and looked quickly around to
make sure no one had heard her, and then casually entered the shop rubbing up against the
doorframe as the nice man in the red uniform
held the door for her.”Hi-ya, Pete!” she purred
as she passed and winked...

If Cats Had Their Own Olympics
Various competitions. (Clockwise from
top left)
1) Unprovoked Biting Expensive Objects
Compulsories.
2) Checking on the Weather and Seeing
Things That Aren’t There Medley.
3) Rhythmic Tangling.
4) Mixed Pairs Molestation of Toys and
Their Owners.
5) Interminable Resting – Not to be Confused With Actually Missing an Event.
6) Scowling at Olympic Officials Without
Fear of Penalties.

Rovina Prake and Her Garden
All the neighbors marveled at Miss Rovina
Prake’s way with her flowers! Her garden had
grown in size and complexity with every passing year, and she spent her modest allowance
from careful investments on one project after
another; new stone walls enclosing the lovely
flower beds, cobbled paving for the pathways
around them, imported and exotic specimens and

species, and
on a couple
of bronze streetlamps and a special trickle-fountain all the way from Paris, France, to make the
place even more romantic for the young couples
that came to stroll at sunset.
Carrying her watering can, she would smile
and nod to all the nice visitors; young children
in baby carriages being rolled by their proud
parents, elderly people who came to reminisce,
artists who came to sketch and paint each and
every lovely vista.
Although she drew no attention to herself or
the fact that all this greenery was, in fact, her
private property, a few of the strollers knew that
Miss Prake was their gracious hostess and were
deeply grateful and respectful to her. And all the
other visitors who had no idea who she was were
still aware that she seemed to be always present
weeding a little here, trimming a loose branch
there, cleaning the sharp line of a box hedge, or
dead-heading the lavish floribunda rose bushes
from England … and always with her watering
can. Photographers and journalists came from
far and wide to honor and immortalize her creation. It was her living creation that changed
and evolved with every passing minute, hour,
day and month. The budding beauty of early
April was matched by the full lushness of midJune and the glorious blaze of late-September!
The twinkling dew in a misting sunrise framed
each day that finished with the evening fog that
hung on the climbing ivy and hugged the arbor
arches. And always there was the musical whispering of the reflecting pool with its lily pads
and trickling fountain. What a magical place she
had created, all inspired by her own talent and
imagination, and completely hewn with her own
physical labor. It was lucky, perhaps, that neither the press nor the public ever caught Miss
Prake behind the potting shed, urinating into her
watering can.

BABYLON BICYCLE SHOP

218 E. Main Street, Babylon, New York
631-587-6709
www.BabylonBikeShop.com
Founded in 1968, Babylon Bike Shop has answered the
needs of the cycling community for almost 50 years...
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EN V IRON M E N T >> by Karl Grossman

Space Force Won
“IT IS NOT ENOUGH to merely have an American
presence in space, we must have American dominance in space,” President Donald Trump said at
a meeting of the National Space Council in June.
“Very importantly, I’m hereby directing the Department of Defense and Pentagon to immediately begin
the process necessary to establish a Space Force as
the sixth branch of the armed forces.”
If President Trump gets his way on formation
of a Space Force, the heavens would become a war
zone. And inevitably there would be military conflict in space. The consequences of a shooting war
above our heads will include enormous amounts of
debris, some of it falling to Earth and some littering
space above the Earth to such an extreme that despite
ambitious plans for space exploration, getting spacecraft up and out will become impossible.
Speaking of environmental destruction!
The Outer Space Treaty of 1967 designates space
as a global commons to be used for peaceful purposes. Russia and China, as well as the United States,
are parties to the treaty. If a Space Force becomes a
reality, the years of work facilitating the treaty will
have been wasted. If the U.S. goes up into space with
weapons, Russia and China, and then India and Pakistan and other countries, will follow.
Moreover, space weaponry would be nuclear-powered – as President Ronald Reagan’s Star
Wars scheme was to be with nuclear reactors and
plutonium systems on orbiting battle platforms providing the power for hypervelocity guns, particle
beams and laser weapons.
The link between nuclear power and space weaponry has been repeatedly acknowledged.
I got to writing about and presenting TV programs on space issues more than 30 years ago. It was
1985, and I was reading a U.S. Department of Energy
publication, Energy Insider, which told of two space
shuttles – one was the Challenger – were to loft plutonium-fueled space probes in 1986. The Challenger’s plutonium mission was to happen in May, the
ill-fated shuttle’s next mission.
From having authored “Cover Up: What You Are
Not Supposed to Know About Nuclear Power,” started immediately after the Three Mile Island nuclear plant accident in 1979, I knew that plutonium is
considered the most deadly radioactive substance. I
sent requests under the U.S. Freedom of Information
Act to NASA and Department of Energy asking for
their data on the consequences if one of the shuttles
underwent a major accident on launch, in the lower
or upper atmosphere, or didn’t attain orbit and fell
back to Earth.
The weeks dragged on – I had hit a stone wall –
the information requested wasn’t forthcoming. I protested this apparent cover-up and, finally, 10 months
later, received documents claiming that because of
the “high reliability inherent in the space shuttle”
the odds of a catastrophic accident on one of these
nuclear space missions were one-in-100,000. After

the Challenger disaster, those odds were suddenly
changed to one-in-76.
With the Challenger accident, I broke the story of
its nuclear mission ahead and began researching accidents that had already happened in the use of nuclear power in space. I connected the interest in using
nuclear power in space with Star Wars and how it was
based on nuclear-powered battle platforms overhead.
This resulted in my writing two books, “The
Wrong Stuff” and “Weapons in Space,” and three
TV documentaries, the first “Nukes In Space: The
Nuclearization and Weaponization of the Heavens.”
Considerable travel and presentations followed –
including two presentations before members of the
British Parliament and a series of talks at the UN in
New York and Geneva. As the years have gone by
I’ve continued to pursue the issue especially when
there were administrations that have pushed space
warfare, the two Bush administrations and now the
Trump administration.
In one of the TV documentaries, “Star Wars
Returns,” on the push to revive the Star Wars program during the George W. Bush administration, I
interviewed Craig Eisendrath who had been a U.S.
State Department officer involved in the creation of
the Outer Space Treaty. “We sought to de-weaponize
space before it got weaponized … to keep war out of
space,” he explained. It has been ratified or signed by
123 nations and provides that nations “undertake not
to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons
of mass destruction.”
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All along the U.S. military has been gung-ho on
space warfare. A U.S. Space Command was formed
in 1982. “U.S. Space Command – dominating the
space dimension of military operations to protect
U.S. interests and investment. Integrating Space
Forces into war-fighting capabilities across the
full spectrum of conflict,” it declared in its report
“Vision for 2020.” The report further states, “Historically, military forces have evolved to protect
national interests and investments-both military
and economic.” Nations built navies “to protect
and enhance their commercial interests” and during
“the westward expansion of the United States, military outposts and the cavalry emerged to protect our
wagon trains, settlements and railroads. The emergence of space power follows both of these models. During the early portion of the 2lst Century,
space power will also evolve into a separate and
equal medium of warfare.”
There have been attempts to expand the Outer
Space Treaty to ban all weapons from space. This
is called the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS) treaty and leading in urging
its passage have been Canada, Russia and China.
There has been virtually universal backing from
nations around the world. But U.S. administration after administration have refused to sign on
to the PAROS treaty, preventing its passage. And
now with the Trump administration, there is more
than non-support of the PAROS treaty, but a new
drive to weaponize space, and transform it into a
war-fighting domain.
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Turning Bottles into
Bikinis – Fair Harbor
Clothing Company
By Kirsten Corssen

FAIR HARBOR SWIMSUITS has
After hard work and a well-dedeveloped a revolutionary way to com- veloped business plan, the siblings
bat against plastic, and recycle waste in launched their recycled plastic bathing
a whole new fashion. Bathing suits are suit line while still in college.
made out of recycled plastics, creating a
Converting a hard plastic bottle into
functional and environmentally friend- a fashionable bathing suit is not as comly product that generates awareness for plicated as you may think. Depending
the environment.
on which prodLaunched
in
uct it is, board
2014, the company
shorts or bikinis,
was founded by two
determines the
young entrepreneur
amount of plastic
siblings, Jake and
used. The men’s
Caroline
Danehy.
swim trunks are
Growing up in Westmade out of 80
chester, their famipercent bottles,
ly would regularly
12 percent cotsummer in Fair Harton, and 8 perbor. Over the years
cent spandex to
they noticed plasgive men that
tic pollution was on
comfortable fit.
the rise. Whether it
Female swimwas an overflowing
wear is made of
Keeping our beaches clean.
garbage freighter or
88 percent recyplastic debris found on the shoreline, cled plastic bottles, and 12-percent
Jake and Caroline knew something had spandex – giving girls the support and
to be done to save their island.
comfort they need when swimming in
With this in mind they came up the ocean.
with a system to recycle plastics,
“In order to get that bathing suit
and a campaign to raise awareness to comfort and flexibility, there is a unique
reduce pollution – their answer was process that takes place,” says CaroFair Harbor Clothing Company.
line. “First the bottles are shredded into

Plastic bottles turned into swim trunks.

www.fireisland-news.com

Founders Jake and Caroline Danehy.

And again wearing their own
baiting suits!

polyfibers, then blended with cotton
and spandex. Next, they are spun into
yarn that is made into fabric, cut and
sewn into the specific bathing suit style,
which is then shipped to the fulfillment
center in New York.”
Not only are their bathing suits
environment-friendly, but stylish as
well. They reflect the Fire Island vibe
– perfect for dock jumping, biking, ferry rides, lighthouse climbs, volleyball,
beach chilling, and surfing.
“We wanted to embody what the
Fire Island lifestyle is all about in our
bathing suits,” says Caroline. “We want
them to feel that peace and comfort that

we would feel as kids when stepping
off the ferry… a suit that is comfortable
and can be worn all day long.”
Their brand truly personifies the
spirit of an endless summer. Over the
past four years they have grown their
social media presence, grown their
bathing suit line, opened a pop-up
shop in NYC, and have plans in the
works to expand the brand even larger. Their line even can be purchased
on the beach, available for sale in Fair
Harbor’s favorite shop, Corliss on
The Bay.
To learn more, visit fairharborclothing.com.
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N YC THEA TR E >> by Leonard Feigenblatt

“My Life on a Diet”
“MY LIFE ON A DIET” is a one woman show starring Renee
Taylor, best known as Sylvia Fine, the mother of Fran Drescher’s character Fran Fine on the television series “The Nanny.” She is also known for writing and acting together with her
husband Joseph Bologna. Together they wrote the hit comedy “Lovers and Other Strangers,” which opened on Broadway
in 1968, with Taylor in the cast. They received an Academy
Award nomination for Best Adapted Screenplay for the 1970
film. In 1971, they co-wrote and co-starred in the film “Made
for Each Other.” Together, they also wrote “Life on a Diet.”
They were married for 52 years, until his death in 2017.

Taylor, now in her mid-eighties, comes onstage, sits at a
desk and with the aid of slides, the show unfolds. “My Life
on a Diet” is a wonderful comic monologue, in which Taylor
looks back at her career, the many people she worked with and
met, and the many different diets that were recommended to
her to keep her weight down. It is very funny.
Theatre at St. Clements
423 West 46th St. (between 9th and 10th avenues)
New York, NY 10036
www.mylifeonadietplay.com

“My Fair Lady”
LINCOLN CENTER THEATRE presents a revival of the classic Lerner and Loewe musical “My
Fair Lady” directed by Bartlett Sher. Adapted from
George Bernard Shaw’s play and Gabriel Pascal’s
motion picture “Pygmalion,” it tells the story of a
phonetics professor, Henry Higgins, who bets his
colleague, Colonel Pickering, that he can pass off the
flower girl they have just met outside Covent Garden as
a duchess.
This production is strangely cast and very
uneven. Lauren Ambrose is a revelation as Eliza
Doolittle. Known for the television series “Six Feet
Under” and her Broadway appearances in the revivals of “Awake and Sing!” and “Exit the King,” one is
very surprised to find her taking on such a complex
role and singing. Can she sing? That is the revelation, yes, she can.
Yet she is not a singer. Don’t expect her to float
her notes like Julie Andrews or Melissa Errico.
The role does require a singing actress, not just an
actress who can sing. It was recently announced that
Ambrose would not be appearing at the Sunday matinees of the show, as to protect her voice. Apparently

the rigors of an eight show week is taking its toll
on the novice Broadway musical leading lady. At 40,
she is too old to play the role opposite a Henry Higgins who is actually three years her junior.
Harry Hadden-Paton is a British actor and though
he is good, he is too young for the role of Higgins.
Pickering, played by Allan Corduner, who is very
good, is 30 years older and the age gap between the
two men seems very wide.
Norbert Leo Butz, who is playing Alfred P. Doolittle, Eliza’s father, is his usual way over the top,
hammy self. If only someone could tell him that
“less is more,” and in his case, much less would
be much more. Though he is not too young for the
part, he is too young to be playing the father of a
40-year-old. Dame Diana Rigg as Mrs. Higgins is
marvelous. It is a great pleasure to see her grace the
Broadway stage again.
Sher has directed many great productions for
Lincoln Center Theatre including “The King and
I,” “South Pacific” and “The Light in the Piazza.”
This production does not measure up to his usual
high standards. Though it is wonderful to hear the
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brilliant Lerner and Loewe score by a full orchestra, and a pleasure to see Dame Diana Rigg onstage
again, the uneven casting of this production defeats
this revival.
Lincoln Center Theater
Vivian Beaumont Theater
50 Lincoln Center Plaza
New York, NY 10023
www.lct.org
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H EA LTH & W EL L N E SS >> by Donnie DeSanti

Tame Your
Food Cravings
When food cravings hit, look out! It’s like nothing else matters in the world besides getting your
hands on whatever it is. (chips? chocolate?) You
know what I’m talking about. You even have a hidden stash just in case…
You’d be surprised how many people struggle
with cravings, especially for sweets. Some people
feel helpless, call themselves weak, or decide they
simply have no willpower to resist temptation.
The good news is this is all normal.
And it doesn’t mean you are weak, broken, or
less healthy. This your body’s way of getting you
back to a normal state – resetting the compass if you
will. Now we can get really into identifying cravings, but for now just become aware of them and
look to answer them in a healthy way.

When the sweet fairy comes to tantalize my taste
buds I have a couple of go-to healthy treats that I
break out to satisfy them. Finding a few go-to solutions could make all the difference in your sanity
and your health. If your cravings are controlling
your life, and you’re sneaking off to the fridge in
the middle of the night, here are a few areas to check
before giving in to the urge.
Are you eating enough? Shockingly, the reason
some people are getting cravings is that they are
not taking in enough calories. For whatever reason

a person may be cutting calories, whether trying to
lose weight, lack of time, or even not knowing what
the ramifications of a skipped meal can be. If you’ve
ever reduced your food intake you know what can
happen, you can get a little “hangry.” Calories to
your body mean survival, and what is more calorie-rich than those sweet foods? So when that hunger comes on we are drawn to those sweets as a
built-in survival mechanism.
You are short on nutrition. Eating more calories doesn’t mean stuffing your face with pizza and
chips. We need to get more of the right calories in,
and that is going to be food that is packed with the
right nutrition. Yes, we need calories to survive but
we also need all the nutrients that help our body run
efficiently. If we don’t get proper nutrition the body
is going to throw that
“check engine” light
on and that usually
comes up in the form
of cravings. It’s like
telling us, “Hey, we
can’t run this body on
cheesesteaks alone!”
You have underslept.
When cravings hit we,
of course, associate it
with food. But did you
ever think the reason
for those cravings is
because of poor quality sleep? Researchers have just scratched
the surface of what
goes on in sleep. However one thing is for
sure, sleep influences our hormonal balance, in particular our
two hunger hormones
leptin and ghrelin.
Leptin tells us when
we are satiated, where
ghrelin triggers us to
eat. If you are burning the midnight oil it can raise the ghrelin hormone
causing you to reach for that slice of pie more frequently. So instead of riding the couch watching late
night TV, hit the sack early to keep things in check.
Cravings can come on like an onslaught at times,
but that doesn’t mean they have to run your life.
Take time to listen to your body on a deeper level to
see what it really needs. You may hear banana split
when really all it wants is the banana. Give it a try –
you’ll be surprised how your cravings start to lessen over time.
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H ISTORY >> by Thomas McGann

The Fascinating History of Lighthouses
from Pharos to Fire Island
ON AUG. 7, we will celebrate National Lighthouse the Fire Island Light, constructed in 1826, was the
Another keeper, Seth Hubbard, became a wreckDay, and countdown to the 30th anniversary in which second. It was 74 feet tall with the focal plane of its er. He was caught with property stolen from the pasCongress passed this resolution. It was on Aug. 7, lantern only 89 feet above sea level so its light could senger liner “Oregon,” which included 289 yards
1789, that the Bureau of Lighthouses was founded. be seen no more than 10 to 14 nautical miles out to of fine lace, 12 black silk shawls, 56 neckties, 52
When President Ronald Reagan signed the bill 200 sea. As limited as its visibility was, it was still the handkerchiefs, and a quantity of silverware deemed
years later, he did so in recognition of the incalcula- single most important light for transatlantic shipping enough to “stock a Broadway store” when his trove
ble lives and resources saved by the active presence as it was the first light seen when arriving and the last was discovered. Evidently he was so busy with his
of lighthouses.
when departing. The station cost $9,999.65 to build side ventures that even the light would go out. He
Lighthouses have been part of human history from (about $225,000 in today’s money) and came in 35 and his son-in-law were fired.
the Pharos Lighthouse in Alexandria, Egypt, to our cents under budget.
In the 18th century kerosene replaced whale oil
own Fire Island Lighthouse. These first lights were
In July of 1850, the barque “Elizabeth” ran as the primary fuel. Early in the 20th century the
used as navigational aids and were initially nothing aground off Point O’ Woods. On board was the fem- original Fresnel lens was replaced with one much
more than bonfires set on the beach to warn sailors inist writer Margaret Fuller. She, her Italian rev- lighter, allowing the light frequency to increase to
of dangerous shoals or to mark channels of safe pas- olutionary husband, their baby, and five others a flash every 7.5 seconds instead of every minute.
sage. One theory (of many) is that the very name of perished. The resulting uproar, spurred on by Fuller’s It was later replaced with a Crouse-Hinds beacon.
Fire Island is derived from those fires, whether they high-powered friends (Horace Greeley, Henry Tho- When the Coast Guard assumed responsibility for
were the Native American fires lit to render whale reau, and Ralph Waldo Emerson) resulted in Con- the Light, a cable was laid across the Great South
blubber, navigational aids
gress allocating enough Bay providing electricity.
or wreckers’ ruses.
funds for building a
Because of its deteriorating condition, the Fire
False fires were misused
taller, more effective Island Lighthouse was decommissioned on New
by land pirates (wreckers)
lighthouse.
Year’s Eve 1973. In its place a flashing strobe light
intent on purposely luring
Our present light- was affixed to the top of the Robert Moses State
ships aground in order to
house was built fol- Park’s landmark water tower. By 1981 the lightmurder the crews and plunlowing John Smeaton’s house was declared unsafe and was scheduled to be
der the ships’ holds. The
prototypic Eddystone torn down, but the the Fire Island Lighthouse Presermost infamous of these
Rocks design, a circu- vation Society (FILPS) was formed to preserve and
wreckers was a man named
lar structure, wide at its restore the lighthouse. The beacon was relit at 9 p.m.
Jeremiah Smith, said to be
base, tapering toward on Memorial Day, May 25, 1986. On Aug. 7, 1989,
Pharos
Light
House,
one
of
the
Wonders
of
the
Fire Island’s first permaits top. The interior is a the Fire Island Lighthouse tower was open to public
nent resident. In the late Ancient World. (Painting by Fischer von Erlach, 1721)
constant 10.5 feet, but tours for the first time, National Lighthouse Service
18th century he built a driftwood shack somewhere the walls vary in thickness from 11 feet at the base Bicentennial celebration day.
between Cherry Grove and Point O’ Woods from to 2.5 feet at its top. An oak tree was his inspiraThe FILPS also built a museum to house the origwhich he carried out his dastardly deeds. After a suc- tion. It was built of red brick, painted a creamy-yel- inal 9,000 pound, 16-foot tall Fresnel lens in a struccessful looting he would transport his pillage, hidden low color and was completed in 1858. The tower was ture that replicates its old steam power generating
under several layers of quahogs, to the mainland in his repainted with its present-day black and white bands building. A United States Lifesaving Service exhibit
boat for sale to all too willing buyers.
in 1891. With a focal plane of 168
is in a nearby boathouse. The
Perhaps the most famous lighthouse of all time feet above sea level its visibility is
Crouse-Hinds beacon can be
was the Pharos Light, built in 285 BC on an island at now 21 to 24 nautical miles. It was
seen at the lighthouse visitor’s
the entrance to the harbor at Alexandria. It was one originally equipped with a statecenter museum, the original
of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, rising of-the-art, first order (largest availlightkeepers quarters.
to over 440 feet tall and stood for 1,500 years until it able) Fresnel lens using a whale oil
Come visit. Climb to the
was toppled by an earthquake.
lamp that rotated, emitting a 5-sectop of the lighthouse to see
America’s first official lighthouse was the Bos- ond flash once every minute.
how far you can see. There
ton Light built on Little Brewster Island in Boston
Back then there were no
are 192 steps (158 are spiHarbor in 1716, paid for by taxing all internation- roads or bridges to Fire Island
ral, plus nine up to the Light
al vessels using the harbor. Today it is a designated (the Robert Moses Causeway
Room). Given the curvature
National Historic Landmark and, reputably, haunted was not completed until 1964)
of the Earth and the refraction
by the ghost of an old sailor with a heavy dislike for so perhaps it was the isolation
of our atmosphere, you should
rock and roll music.
of the island that generated some
be able to see maybe 20 or so
The Boston Light may claim to be the first, but odd behavior on the part of the
miles. Given the curve of histhe Sandy Hook Lighthouse in New Jersey is the lightkeepers. One Felix Dominy
tory, if you concentrate hard
Our very own Fire Island Lighthouse.
oldest working lighthouse in the United States. openly welcomed visitors, proenough, you may be able to
(Photo by James Hardy)
Although the Boston Light had been built nearly 50 viding accommodations at the
spot the fires of Native Ameryears before Sandy Hook, it was blown up by the lighthouse, affording him and his wife company, icans rendering whale blubber or the fires of those
British as they retreated after losing the Revolution- relieving their boredom. Regulations allowed light- vile wreckers – either of which (or both) may have
ary War. It was reconstructed in 1783, leaving San- keepers to serve “spuretts and things accordeen,” so given the island its name.
dy Hook as the oldest originally constructed light. they became innkeepers of sorts serving liquor and
More than 100,000 guests visit the lighthouse
Both are still in operation. The Boston Light remains victuals to their guests.
and its complements each year. The fees provide
the last manned lighthouse in America and in 2003
Keeper Hans Andersen was so lonely he adver- for its maintenance and operational expenses. Adult
boasted the first civilian and first woman keeper in tised for a wife, describing himself as “a stoutly built tickets cost $8, seniors and children 12 years and
Boston Light’s history.
man of 38 with a jolly face and mustache.” Andersen under are $4. Please allow at least two hours for
While the Montauk Point Lighthouse was the first selected a wife from the 250 or so respondents and your visit, it’s that interesting. Call 631-661-4876
Long Island lighthouse and the first federally funded, fathered two children with her. Love conquers all.
for more information.
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A Long Island Lighthouse Lecture with Love
By Laura Schmidt
ROBERT MÜLLER LOVES lighthouses so much he got married in
one. This lighthouse conservationist’s
admiration began 20 years ago while
on vacation with his wife, Diana, in
Florida. Müller spotted replica lighthouse figurines for sale and wondered
about the history of lighthouses back
home on Long Island.
To his surprise, he couldn’t find one
published book on the subject. It was
then that he took on the challenge of
conducting his own research and compiling it into a book, entitled “Long
Island’s Lighthouses: Past and Present.” (Published in 2003, Long Island
Chapter U.S. Lighthouse.)
Müller now spends time sharing
what he’s learned with the public. He
recently presented a two-hour presentation to a group of individuals at the
Bethpage Public Library.
He began by stating Suffolk County has 15 lighthouses, the most of any

said. “Montauk was built in 1796.
When they had the money and the ability to build a lighthouse, that’s where
they built it because that’s where they
thought it was most important.”
Although it was built in the fall of
1796, the lighting was delayed because
the ship delivering the oil and glass for
the lantern ran aground and the materials were destroyed. It wasn’t until
the spring that the light was functional. However, no one knows the exact
date it was first lit because it was never written down. It also was discovered through dated photographs that
the iconic stripe around the lighthouse
wasn’t added until 1903.
Many lighthouses have undergone
restoration after decades of erosion,
vandalism, and lack of care. Weather is also a major enemy of lighthouses. Most lenses have cracks now after
being exposed to high temperatures
without a cover.

Lighthouses on Long Island come in all shapes and sizes. This one stands in Long
Island Sound. (Photo by Shoshanna McCollum)

other county in the United States.
When he started his research he was
stunned at how much information he
found and how many people were generous in giving old artifacts, dated
postcards and photographs that would
help identify modifications or damage
to the buildings.
“We don’t think about the Long
Island Sound being a difficult body of
water so much now because we have
big ships made of steel,” Müller said.
“But when we had smaller, wooden ships powered by sail, didn’t have
fancy navigation or equipment, a
place like the Sound could do some
major damage.”
The first and possibly most important lighthouse ever built on Long Island
was the Montauk Lighthouse in 1796.
“If you want to get an idea of how
important a lighthouse was to an area,
look about when it was built,” Müller

Originally built in 1857 by order
of George Washington, Horton’s Point
Lighthouse in Southold was restored
in 1990 by a group of volunteers. The
former keeper’s daughter dug up a
photograph of the old property and volunteers tried to replicate it. The original
structure had stone griffins that would
collect and pour out rain water. During
restoration, the original molds were discovered and replicas were made. The
result was pretty spot on right down to
the hydrangea bush in the front.
“When I started learning about
lighthouses, I thought they were
cool buildings with cool histories. I
learned family stories and family legacies,” Müller said. “The human side
of it is not as easy to see but it’s easily
just as important.”
Plum Island Lighthouse was built
in 1898 and housed its keeper William
Whitmore, who welcomed visitors

www.fireisland-news.com

walking up the lighthouse
stairs. If you think that
you are tough, you’ll be
sure to get enough and lose
your city airs.”
The present Fire Island
Lighthouse, built in 1858,
is composed of 800,000
bricks and was originally a cream color. The
black and white stripes we
know today were added in
1891 to make the building more distinguishable
from sea. The lighthouse
Robert Müller on the beach with his cat Wobbles.
was decommissioned in
(Long Island’s Lighthouses: Past and Present Face1974 and there was talk of
book page)
knocking it down. Thankwith a sign-in book at the entrance fully, the Fire Island Lighthouse Presof the quarters. A “very social light- ervation Society was formed and
house,” people and children would raised enough money to relight it
draw pictures of whales and ships that May 25, 1986.
would hang on the walls.
Maintaining lighthouses require
Whitmore, affectionately called considerable funding, often meanCaptain Billy, an honorary title for many ing their destiny is uncertain. Howlighthouse keepers, apparently made ever lighthouses are an important part
notable hard cider. A poem was written of Long Island’s maritime history, and
about Whitmore that went: “Hurrah for preserving their past is an investment
Captain Billy. His cider will not be silly in our future.
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Sunken Forest Fantasy By Lauren Stevens

Promising Advancements in Gynecologic Cancer
By Benjamin Schwartz, MD
NEW THERAPIES AND STUDIES about female
reproductive system cancers (cervical, ovarian,
uterine, vaginal and vulvar) have surfaced over
the last few months, offering hope for successful
treatment. If you have been diagnosed – or
know someone that has been diagnosed – with
a gynecologic cancer, there are new options that
promise to improve gynecologic cancer care.
A new therapy for endometrial cancer, which
forms in tissue in the lining of the uterus in a
woman’s pelvis, is undergoing clinical trial. A
recent study of the phase-2, PORTEC 3 trial has
investigated the effectiveness of treating high-risk
endometrial cancer by using chemotherapy in
combination with radiation compared with just
radiation. Participants were given a combination
of both therapies five days per week followed by
a mix of chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
The increase of survival shown from this trial is a
promising step forward.
Another innovative treatment women with

gynecologic cancer should be aware of involves
offering a high-dose of chemotherapy into the
woman’s abdomen. Physicians at Southside
Hospital in Bay Shore and the nearby Imbert
Cancer Center began offering the treatment, called
Hyperthermic Intraperitoneal Chemoperfusion
(HIPEC), earlier this year. It can be performed
on patients with abdominal cancers, including
ovarian and uterine cancers.
This chemotherapy option has a higher
absorption rate than using a port and sending
chemotherapy through the blood stream. The
treatment is injected directly into the area for 90
minutes and the cancer cells are also exposed
to heat, which in turn weakens them. Consult
with your oncologist; HIPEC should be given
consideration after other treatment methods have
been explored.
New forms of treatment, along with clinical
trials, are made possible with the help of
charitable funding. For the third year, Northwell
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Health is sponsoring the National Ovarian
Cancer Coalition’s Run/Walk to Break the Silence
on Ovarian Cancer to help raise awareness for
ovarian cancer research. This event will be held
on Sept. 22, at Belmont Lake State Park in West
Babylon. Come join us as we work hand in hand
with the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition to
eliminate ovarian cancer.
Benjamin Schwartz, MD, is director of ob/gyn for
Northwell Health’s Eastern Region.
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D IRECTOR Y >>
APPAREL

BUSINESS SERVICES

East Islip Lumber
East Islip | 631-581-1869
www.eilumber.com

The Dinghy Shop
Amityville | 631-264-0005
www.dinghyshop.com

Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com

CARTING

Jim Gray
General Contractor
Ocean Beach | 631-848-9876

PRINTING SERVICES

ARCHITECTS

Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

K-Mac Electric
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8130
www.kmacelectric.com

PROPANE

Loduca Associates
Blue Point | 631-567-3144
www.loducagc.com

REAL ESTATE

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333

Busch Associates
Bay Shore | 631-969-0900
www.buschassociatespc.com
Constantine Karalis
Brooklyn | 718-855-1813
www.karalisarchitect.com
Eric Schiller
New York | 917-886-6055
www.eric-schiller.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Fast Track Car Service
Bohemia | 631-750-3666
www.fasttrackcarservice.com

Paychex Payroll Services
631-360-2700 ext. 5146422

Stang Carting
Ocean Beach | 631-567-7792

CHURCH

Free Union Church
Ocean Beach | 631-680-8074
www.freeunionchurch.org

COUNSELING

Advanced Counseling Assoc.
Bay Shore | 631-647-9009
www.advancedcounselingassociates.com

DANCE CLUBS

Mars Auto Parts, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-665-0890
www.marsauto.net

AquaLounge @ Pool Deck
Blue Whale
Pavilion
Sip n Twirl
Fire Island Pines
www.pinesFI.com

Molina and Rudden
Brightwaters | 631-968-2840
www.molinarudden.com

Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com

BAKERIES

DELI/MARKETS

L & F Breads, Delivery
Fire Island | 631-374-4617
www.lfbreads.com

Frank and Maria’s
Bay Shore | 631-665-0047
www.frankandmarias.com

Rachel’s Restaurant & Bakery
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9552
www.rachelsfireisland.com

Island Pantry
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-6300

BAIT & TACKLE

Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com

BEAUTY SALON

Soho Urban Wax & Boutique
Islip | 631-650-6360
www.sohourbanwax.com

BEER DISTRIBUTOR
Beverage Barn
Bay Shore | 631-665-0320
www.beveragebarnstores.com
Islip Cold Beer & Beverage
Islip | 631-581-0280
www.islipcoldbeer.com

BICYCLES

Babylon Bike Shop
Babylon | 631-587-6709
www.babylonbikeshop.com
Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com
Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826
Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com
The Bike Shop
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-5111
Your Trike Spirit
Deer Park | 631-392-1344
www.yourtrikespirit.com

BOAT TOURS

Captree Princess
Bay Shore | 631-404-6817
www.captreeprincess.com
Fire Island Rentals & Charters
631-252-3964
Lauren Kristy
Bay Shore | 631-750-5359
www.laurenkristy.net

Matty’s Gourmet Market
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8023
www.matthewsseafood.com
The Pantry
Ocean Beach, Delivery
631-583-SHOP (7467)

GIFTS & SOUVENIRS
Gemaginations
Brightwaters | 631-666-4181

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333
Pride Embroidery
Bay Shore | 631-968-7800
www.pridesembroidery.com
Willy Nilly Trading Company
Bay Shore | 631-665-5510
www.willynillytrading.com

Lighthouse Mechanical Services
Ocean Beach | 631-583-6500
Love the Plumber
631-583-5612
SGM Interiors
631-335-7809
sgminteriors950@gmail.com
Vannoni Construction
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5271

HOTELS

Palms Hotel
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8870
www.palmshotelfireisland.com

INSURANCE

Lloyd’s Planning, LLC
631-583-7253 | 212-689-0431
www.lloydsplanningllc.com
State Farm Insurance
Rich Mohan
Mohegan Lake | 914-528-1212

LANDSCAPING

Property Maintenance Specialists
631-968-7929
Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

LIQUOR & WINE
Grapes & Greens,
Wine Imports & Distribution
631-803-3145
www.grapesandgreens.com
J&J Spirit Shop, Delivery
Sayville | 631-589-0078
www.Jandj-spiritshop.com
Family Liquor & Wine, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-231-8888

HARDWARE

Main Street Discount
Wine & Liquors
Bay Shore | 631-665-4985

HEALTH & WELLNESS

United States Postal Service
Ocean Beach | 631-583-7368

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826
Amavi Med Spa
Bay Shore | 631-665-3535
www.amavimedspa.com

Dr. Jessica Goodrich
New York, NY / Seaview | 646-623-1199
www.drjessicagoodrich.com
Healthcare Wellness Center
Bay Shore | 631-665-1666
www.healthcarewellness.org

MAIL & SHIPPING
MEDICAL/HOSPITAL
Healthcare Wellness Center
Bay Shore | 631-665-1666
www.healthcarewellness.org

Northwell Health
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8548
Northwell Health
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767

Hudlz
www.hudlz.net

Northwell Southside Hospital
Bay Shore | 631-968-3000

HOME BUILDING/
IMPROVEMENTS/
REPAIRS

MUSEUM

Brownie Companies/Construction
631-605-0494
www.nyhouselifting.com
Cernilli Home Remodeling
Copiague | 631-445-7775
www.cernilliconstruction.com
Conrad’s Plumbing & Gas
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5750

Downton Abbey: The Exhibition
New York | 866-811-4111
www.downtonexhibition.com

PADDLEBOARD/
KAYAK/SAILING
Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com

Sir Speedy
Bay Shore | 631-666-0900

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826
Cherveny Real Estate
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8718
www.chervenyrealestate.com
Dana Wallace Real Estate
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5596 | 631-583-5653
www.realestateonfireisland.com
Debra Goldsmith
Fire Island | 631-583-0435
www.debragoldsmithrealestate.com
Netter Real Estate
West Islip | 631-661-5100
www.netterrealestate.com

RESTAURANTS

Beach Street Pizza
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-8498
Castaway Bar & Grill
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0330
Cherry Grove Pizza and Restaurant
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767
CJ’s Restaurant & Bar
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9890
Housers Bar
Ocean Beach | 631-583-7805
www.housershotel.com/housers-bar/
Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com
Pines Pizza
FI Pines | 631-597-3597
www.pizzainthepines.com
Rachel’s Restaurant & Bakery
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9552
www.rachelsfireisland.com
Rockwell Group (NYS Restaurant Assoc.)
Farmingdale | 516-454-6364
Schooner Inn
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-8498
The Hideaway Baywalk
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5929
The LakeHouse
Bay Shore | 631-666-0995
The Landing
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5800

SYNAGOGUE

Fire Island Synagogue
Seaview | 203-273-9297
www.fireislandsynagogue.org

THEATER

Community House Theatre
Cherry Grove | www.artsprojectcg.org

TRANSPORTATION
Fast Track Car Service
Bohemia | 631-750-3666
www.fasttrackcarservice.com
Fire Island Ferries
Bay Shore | 631-665-3600
www.fireislandferries.com

VETERINARY SERVICES
Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island
West Islip | 631-587-0800
www.vmcli.com

Open 7 Days a week starting Memorial Day
Please call or visit our website for more details

631.583.8800

www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com

©Marc Millman 2013
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When Your Pet
Swallows Something
They Shouldn’t
ANIMALS ARE VERY CURIOUS creatures, but sometimes curiosity has
the potential to be dangerous. This undoubtedly holds true with animals
that swallow things that are not meant to be swallowed. Many of us have
experienced our dog ingesting a small toy, or our cat swallowing a string
when playing with it.
In veterinary terms, this object your pet has swallowed is referred to as
a “foreign body,” and it may pose a medical emergency. At the Veterinary
Medical Center of Long Island our internal medicine specialists and surgeons see many foreign body cases in both cats and dogs. In most cases,
when these issues are addressed promptly, we can insure the best possible outcome.
Sadly, we have seen any number of items pose very serious issues for our
companion animals. Items such as bones, pet toys, string, and even a whole
radish have been discovered lodged in various animal’s throat (the esophagus) as well as the stomach and even sometimes the trachea. Pets swallow
these objects, but then are unable to cough or vomit them back out.
If a foreign body becomes stuck at any point in the digestive tract, from
the mouth to the esophagus, stomach, or intestines, so that it partially or
completely blocks the flow of nutrients and impairs blood flow to the
bowel, then the foreign body becomes a life-threatening obstruction. It is
essential to seek veterinary treatment as soon as possible.
As we all know, we are not always present when things of this nature
occur. So it is important to be in tune to the clues that could indicate foreign body ingestion. The clinical signs that can accompany a foreign body
ingestion range widely, from the obvious (vomiting, gagging) to the subtle (not wanting to eat, not defecating normally, and abdominal pain).
A veterinarian will use the history from the owners, physical examination findings, and diagnostic imaging (ultrasound, radiographs) to make a
diagnosis and develop an action plan.
The method for removing the object will be selected based on many
factors, including the object’s location and estimated size. Options
include inducing the pet to vomit, extracting the foreign body through the
mouth using an endoscope, removing it surgically, or potentially allowing
the object to pass through the pet’s intestines naturally.
Endoscopy involves a small flexible instrument that is illuminated with
a camera that safely goes down the animal’s esophagus and into its digestive tract under anesthesia. Using an endoscope, the veterinarian not only
can see inside the pet’s upper GI Tract, but can also use tools through a
channel within the scope, to gently grasp and remove objects. These tools
include a small wire loop and a small metal grabber that can hook on to
the object to pull it out. Animals undergoing an endoscopic procedure
will be anesthetized. Removing objects via endoscopy is generally faster than surgery, less invasive, and does not involve post-surgical healing.
As with any anesthetic or surgical procedure there are risks with endoscopy. Depending on the type of object and how is logged, there can be
risk of damage to the esophagus, especially if the object has a sharp edge.
Veterinarians will advise owners of the risks and benefits of the various
options for removing the foreign body as they discuss the best course of
action for the pet.
If you suspect that your pet has swallowed a foreign object, seek veterinary care immediately. The Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island
is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. Please
don’t hesitate to reach out to us at 631-587-0800 or on the web at www.
VMCLI.com for any questions or specialty and emergency care your pet
may require.
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A Day in the Life of Fire Island
Reader Contributed Photographs

RIP

Send your photos* to editor@fireisland-news.com so they may be considered for publication in an upcoming
issue of Fire Island News. Please limit submission to six images per news cycle, in jpeg format please.

Tom Stock
A swish out the sea
Caught, I sweep with it
Ripped off shore

*Any submitted drone images must comply with FAA regulations concerning their use within national park
jurisdiction, while posing no risk to pedestrians, wildlife, or property in taking said image. Fire Island News
reserves the right not to publish any photograph we suspect is in violation of these rules.

Powerless
Carried by the narrow,
Narrow, foamy current
A life guard carrying
An orange buoy
Comes to my rescue
She swims hard
I see her wet tan arms
Churning like a propeller
She grabs me
“Relax” she orders.
I am limp
Back on the beach
Gawkers circle
“Are you OK?
“Yes” I mumble
“Yes yes yes”

Mike Fisher of Cherry Grove chased that double rainbow
over Fire Island earlier this month, and totally captured it!

Sailors Haven and Sunken Forest
remain a place of mystery and intrigue.
(Photo by Danielle Lipiec)

Barbara Kurek caught this sunset
image off the marina in Kismet.

Anna Gaillo aced this brooding image bayside in Ocean Beach.
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302 E 96TH

The Best Value On
The Upper East Side

Flexible Living Space to Make Your Own
1, 2 & 3-BR Condominiums from $905,000 to $3,795,000
B U I L D I N G S E RV I C E S & A M E N I T I E S
• 24-hour Lobby attendant
• Private on-site resident parking
• Residents Lounge with outdoor
patio for relaxing and entertaining

• Beautifully appointed rooftop sun
deck with East River and city views
• Bicycle storage room
• Hello Alfred personal assistant

Occupancy Anticipated Fall 2018
vitreny.com | (212)319-2996 | info@vitreny.com
E X C L U S I V E S A L E S & M A R K E T I N G : B R O W N H A R R I S ST E V E N S D E V E L O P M E N T M A R K E T I N G

The artist representations and interior decorations and finishes are provided for illustrative purposes only. Prospective purchasers are advised to review the complete terms of the offering plan for further detail as to type, quality and quantity of materials, appliances, equipment, and fixtures to be included
in the units, amenity areas and common areas of the condominium. The complete terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. File No. CD16-0243. Property address: 302 East 96th Street. Sponsor: WWML96, LLC, 894 6th Avenue, 4th Floor New York, NY 10001. Equal Housing Opportunity.

We’re spending the summer right
here with you, in case you need us

Northwell Health Physician Partners Immediate Care
Centers are providing expert healthcare on Fire Island.
Our dedicated team offers
comprehensive, onsite, quality
treatment for nonlife-threatening
illnesses and injuries. In emergency
situations, transport to Southside
Hospital is arranged. Southside
Hospital is one of Northwell Health’s
premier tertiary hospitals and
trauma centers.

Easy access

504 Bayberry Walk, Ocean Beach, New York 11770
(631) 583-8548
153 Doctors Walk, Cherry Grove, New York 11782
(631) 597-6767
Most insurance accepted

Walk-in hours
Monday – Friday
Weekends

9am – 11am; 4pm – 6pm
9am – 12pm; 3pm – 6pm

Serving the community
June 1 through September 3
Northwell Health Physician Partners is the dedicated team of physicians and staff
employed by Northwell Health. Experts in over 100 specialties, we work together as
a medical group practice using Northwell Health’s unique resources and research.
Committed to providing the best in compassionate care, informed by the most current
advances in medicine, we continuously raise the standard of care for our patients and
their families. Visit us at Northwell.edu/PhysicianPartners.

